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We present a theoretical foundation for studying parametric systems of linear equations 
and prove an efficient algorithm for identifying all parametric values (including degener- 
ate cases) for which the system is consistent. The algorithm gives a small set of regimes 
where for each regime, the solutions of the specialized systems may be given uniformly. 
For homogeneous linear systems, or for systems where the right hand side is arbitrary, 
this small set is irredundant. We discuss in detail practical Issues concerning implemen- 
tations, with particular emphasis on simplification of results. Examples are given based 
on a close implementation f the algorithm in SCRATCHPAD II. We also give a com- 
plexity analysis of the Gaussian elimination method and compare that with our algorithm. 
I. Introduction 
Consider the following problem: given a parametric system of linear equations (PSLE) 
over a computable coefficient domain R, with parameters x = (x,, ..., x~,), determine all 
choices of parametric values ct = (% ..., am) for which the system (which may become 
degenerate) is solvable, and for each such choice, solve the linear system. Here a+ lies 
in some computable extension field U of the quotient field F of R; for example, U may 
be some finite algebraic extension of Q when R = 7/. For obvious reasons, we would 
prefer the algorithm to give the solutions in the most genetic form, and the set of 0c for 
which a generic solution is valid should be described as simply as possible. In this pa- 
per, we develop some theoretical results for PSLE and obtain an efficient algorithm 
which computes a small but complete list of conditions on the parameters under which 
the linear system is consistent, and solves the system for each regime uniformly. Bas- 
ically, the algorithm, using computation i volving only determinants, identifies a small 
number of regimes, and reduces the problem to a corresponding umber of linear sys- 
tems over the polynomial ring R[x], which we then solve in F (x). The proof that these 
regimes are sufficient is elementary and our method of selecting them is based on rad- 
ical ideal membership testing. Our actual implementation uses Gr6bner bases and 
factorization, and attempts to present the regimes and solutions in the "simplest" form. 
~" I~ortions of this paper were presented at the International Symposium on Symbolic and Algebraic Computation, 
Bonn, Germany, July 15- 17, 1991, and appeared inits Proceedings, anACM publication. 
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While our implementation guarantees neither minknality nor irredundancy of the re- 
gimes, both the theory and technique would, we believe, lay the foundation for future 
improvement. 
This problem seems not to have been addressed in the literature. Non-parametric 
linear systems over the polynomial ring C[z,w] were studied by Guiver (1985), where 
under favorable conditions on the coefficient matrix, he derived sufficient conditions 
for the system to have a solution over C[z,w]. Buchberger (1987) gave an example in 
robotics illustrating the solution of a (non-linear) parametric system, but the system 
was solved genetically, without enumerating conditions on the parameters under which 
the system is consistent. In his approach, the parameters are treated as indeterminates, 
rather than as unspecified elements in an extension of R. Thus all non-zero polynomials 
in the parameters emain non-zero as polynomials in Buchberger's computation, while 
in our approach, we consider the possibility that they may become zero when the pa- 
rameters are suitably specialized (the so called degenerate cases). For linear systems, 
his method is basically equivalent to solving a linear system over a polynomial ring by 
Gaussian elimination. Most recently a theoretical approach on parametric algebraic 
systems is given by Weispfenning (1990) based on the concept of a comprehensive 
GrObner basis. His results are far too general for PSLE, and when specialized to linear 
systems, seem to be equivalent to the Gaussian elimination approach, which we shall 
discuss in ~2 and 9. 
Our interest in the PSLE problem will be mainly its application to a more difficult 
problem: finding first integrals for parametric first order autonomous systems of ordi- 
nary differential equations, where the derivative of each unknown function is given as 
a multinomial expression in the unknown functions. Goldman (1987) gave a partial 
algorithm to solve the non-parametric case, and Sit (1988) outlined a complete and 
simplified algorithm. A more detailed exposition of the first integral algorithm will be 
forthcoming. Besides this important application, PSLEs occur naturally in many algo- 
rithms based on the method of undetermined coefficients and in finding the non-trivial 
equilibrium points of a system of f'trst order ordinary differential equations uch as a 
Lotka-Volterra system. Equilibrium points of other dynamical systems ometimes can 
also be found if they can be suitably transformed. For example, for biochemical sys- 
tems derived with the Power-Law Formalism (see Savageau et al., 1987a, b), it is pos- 
sible to use our algorithm to fred an explicit steady-state solution, Roughly speaking, 
these systems have the property that each derivative of a dependent (aggregate) vari- 
able is expressed as the difference of two multinomials, with parametric exponents (re- 
presenting the kinetic orders) and coefficients (representing the rate constants). Since 
steady-state solution is obtained by setting each derivative to zero, the resulting alge- 
braic system can be transformed into a parametric system of linear equations in the 
logarithms of the dependent variables, 
This paper is organized into ten sections. In the next section, we study some simple 
examples and use them to illustrate the subtleties of solving a PSLE, especially by 
elimination schemes. Section 3 reviews some basic terminologies from classical alge- 
braic geometry and develops an abstract setting for parametric linear equations. The 
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basic theory is exposed in w In the next two sections, we describe different versions 
of the algorithm and prove their correctness. We discuss implementation issues in w 
where we pay particular attention to the simplification of results using Gr0bner bases 
techniques. We show examples from our SCKATCHPAD II (IBM) implementation i  
w Then we return to an analysis of the worst case complexity of the Gaussian elimi- 
nation and compare that with our algorithm. This complexity, in a sense, measures the 
number of distinct ways the Gaussian elimination may be executed when applied to all 
possible linear ~ystems. In the last section, we conclude with some directions for further 
research. 
2. Gaussian Elimination 
In this section, we discuss the problems in applying the usual Gaussian elimination 
method to a PSLE. Without going into details, we shall reveal by examples ome of the 
inefficiencies. These examples also serve to make later sections easier to comprehend. 
As everyone knows, Gaussian elimination depends on elementary row operations 
and the main step is pivoting, when a row is divided by a leading non-zero entry on the 
row. For parametric linear systems, independent of the pivoting rule to select he row, 
at each such step when the pivot is a non-zero, non-constant polynomial or rational 
function g(x) in x, we must branch and consider the two eases; g(~t) = 0 or g(ct) 4= 0, 
where a is an actual parameter; we also have to keep track of all branches to allow 
backtracking and back-substitution (when a branch leads to inconsistency, or when 
consistency is found). This approach leads however to far too many branches (thus too 
many algebraic systems defining the parametric values, as well as too many back- 
substitutions) than are really necessary. Example 2.2 shows this for a generic 2 x 2 
system. In w we shall derive the exact number of distinct paths in the generic case, 
and show that our algorithm produces a lot less cases. Indeed, with Gaussian elimi- 
nation, the sets of ~ satisfying the conditions pecified by distinct paths leading to ei- 
ther inconsistency or consistency are mutually disjoint. Many of these sets may be 
empty (that is, the algebraic conditions specified cannot be satisfied), and in paths 
leading to consistency, it is often the case that several of these sets may be merged so 
that a single generic solution works for all ct in these sets (see Example 2.1 below). The 
problem of how to perform such a merge seems to be a difficult one, since in general, 
there are many ways to express the same solution because of the algebraic onditions 
on or, not to mention the non-uniqueness of a basis for the a~sociated homogeneous 
system. 
Gaussian elimination usually requires rational arithmetic in the coefficients, even 
if the given coefficients of the PSLE are polynomial in the parameters. In applying 
fraction free versions such as Gauss-Bareiss reduction (Bareiss, 1968), one must be 
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careful to keep track of all multipliers g(x) and specify that g(a) 4: 0; for otherwise, ex- 
traneous solutions are introduced for those ~ satisfying (cc)--0. Thus the comments 
in the preceding paragraph still apply. In contrast, the algorithm we shall present in- 
volves no pivoting, and requires mostly polynomial computations. It is modular, con- 
ceptually simple, and inherently parallel. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. We consider the homogeneous PSLE L below with parameters x = (a, b) 
and unknowns z --- (zl, z2, zs): 
[-a+b a a2-1][ zl] [0] z 2 ~ 
b a 2 + 1 a 3 z 3 
This system is consistent for arbitrary a, b. Its solution space is one dimensional, and 
a basis may be given by z = (1, - ~2, `5~), where 
6 l=(a2-a+l )b - -a -a  3, 
6~= (a3-a2+l )b -a  4, 
are 2 • 2 determinants. Our algorithm computes these, as well as 6s = 1 and gives this 
single regime. Using Gauss-Bareiss reduction produces the following PSLE: 
[_7  b a a -,1Blo[Oo] 
61 ,52 JLZ3J ' 
We have multiplied the second equation of the system by - a + b and introduced the 
extraneous basis z---(I,0, 0) when a= b and a ~ 0. Indeed, the solution space given 
by this modified system is 2-dimensional under these conditions. If we apply care, and 
specify - a + b q~ 0 when we perform the multiplication during the Gauss-Bareiss re- 
duction, then as far as branching is concerned, we are led to the same number of cases 
as with Gaussian elimination. The reader can verify (with some help from your favorite 
computer algebra system) that this method leads to 9 distinct paths: 5 yielding empty 
regimes and the remaining 4, disjoint non-empty regimes. The 4 respective bases for the 
solution spaces are 
(1) a ~ b, ~, ~ 0, z = (1t~,, - a2/`5~, 1); 
(2) a 4: b, 61 = 0, c52 ~ 0, z = (a/(a - b), 1, 0); 
(3) a = b, a ~ 0, b ~ 0, z = (1/ab,(1 - a2)/a, 1); and 
(4) a=b, a=0,  b -0 ,  a2+ 1 ~0,  a 2 -  1 q:0, z - -  (I ,0,0), 
In deriving these regimes and bases, we have not simplified any intermediate x- 
pressions, or make substitutions, but rather have given them the way they come up 
during the branching process. The main challenge (theoretically) with a branch and 
pivot scheme is to find an algorithm to merge these 4 regimes into the single one given 
by our algorithm. 
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EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider a 2 x 2 generic system L with x = (a, b, c, d, u, v): 
L: [a b b'][zl"]= 
Applying Gaussian elimination, it is easy to verify that the procedure will lead to 13 
branches (with mutually disjoint regimes), 6 of these ending with an inconsistent sys- 
tem. On the other hand, our method requires olving merely 6 systems, and only one 
of these involves 2 linear equations (see Example 8.1). E/ 
EXAMPLE 2.3. We mentioned in Example 2.1 that we did not perform simplification 
while using Gaussian elimination. To simplify, trivial as it seems in these examples, will 
require either some heuristics or computations modulo a polynomial ideal in a general 
algorithm. Even in the case of a simple substitution like x = 0, one must ftrst save the 
environment before the substitution i order to allow for back-tracking, and then check 
that specifying x -- 0 is consistent with earlier specifications. Here is a simple example 
that illustrates the problems. Let x be a single indeterminate. The parametric system 
is: 
x 2 + 1 x 3 z 2 = ' 
3. Algebraic Preliminaries and Problem Formulation 
We begin by setting up some notations and recall a few basic concepts from algebraic 
geometry. Readers hould refer to Zariski-Samuel (1958), or Lang (1964) for terms and 
results that are not reviewed here. 
Let F be a field, with characteristic 0. Let U be a (universal) extension of F. (To 
carry out actual computations, F will be a computable field and U a computable x- 
tension. In practice, F will be the field Q of rational numbers, and one can take U to 
be some finite but unspecified extension of Q. Readers unfamiliar with universal ex- 
tensions may substitute U with these concrete xtensions of Q.) Let m e N and let 
x = (xx, ..., x,,) be m indeterminates over U. A subset of U" is an algebraic set defined 
over F (or an F-closed subset) if it is the set of common zeros in the atYme space U" 
of a (finite) set of polynomials in F Ix]. The complements of F-closed subsets are called 
F-open subsets, and they form the basis of a topology (the Zariski F-topology) on U". 
Henceforth, the terms "open" and "closed" will refer to this topology. If h is a family, 
or a vector, or a subset of elements in F[x], we shall denote the set of common zeros 
of h in U" by V~(h) and its complement by V~"(h). When m is clear from the context, 
we shall often simply use the notation V and V. 
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Given a (finite) set h of polynomials in F Lx], let Ideal(h) be the ideal generated by 
h and let Rad(h) be the radical ideal generated by h. (A more precise notation would 
be Idealrt~l(h) and RadFtxj(h), but we shall often omit mentioning the polynomial ring 
when it is clear from the context.) Then V(h)= F'(Ideal(h))= V(Rad(h)). A subset is 
quasi-algebraic (or locally-closed) if it is the intersection of an algebraic set and an open 
set. For example, the set of points (x,0) on the xy-plane such that x ~ 0 is quasi- 
algebraic since it is V(y) N V(x). 
Let 0c ~ U', andf(x)  e F(x). We sayf(x) is defined at ~ i ff(x) can be written in the 
form p(x)/q(x) where p(x), q(x) e F[x] and q(a) ~ 0. Given f(x), the set of a for which 
f (x)  is defined at ~ is an open set called the domain of the rational function f(x). If 
f -  ~(x) . . . . .  fk(x)) is a vector of rational functions, then the domain of f is the inter- 
section of the domains of all f, Finally, if S is a subset of U ~' we say f is defined on S 
'if it is defined at every a e S. Two rational functions f, g are equivalent on S if they are 
both defined on S andf -g  vanishes on S. 
We now give a precise formulation of the problem. Because we have in mind se- 
veral specific applications (for first integrals of autonomous ystems), our treatment 
will be more general than is needed for normal applications. Basically, we would like 
to treat the parameters that appear only on the right-hand side separately from those 
appearing on the left (possibly both) side(s). This has the advantage of having less 
number of indeterminates in certain steps of the algorithm, an important consideration 
in any computer implementation. Moreover, we shall deal exclusively with PSLE which 
involve the parameters only polynomially. Most PSLE of interest can be transformed 
into this category. 
Let R be an integral domain, F be its quotient field, and let U be a universal ex- 
tension of F. Let x = (x, ..., x,), w ~ (wt, .... w,), and z = (zl, .... z~) be three inde- 
pendent families of indeterminates over U. A parametric system of linear equations 
(PSLE) over R with parameters (x, w) is a linear system 
L: C(x)z = A(x,w), (1) 
given by the unknown column vector z, an r • n coefficient matrix C = C(x) = [Ckt (x)] 
and a right-hand side column vector A = A(x,w)= (Al(x,w), ... ,A,(x,w)), where 
C~ (x) e REx] and Aj (x,w) e R[x,w]. We call the affine space U ~' the parameter space 
of L and denote this by X. We call the affine space U "+' the extended parameter space 
of L and denote it by X'. Let L ~ denote the homogeneous PSLE associated with L, For 
any pair (a, p) e X*, let L(,.~) denote the linear system C(c~)z = A(c~, fl). 
Next, we introduce the concepts of solution functions and regimes. A solution 
function of L is a pair (S, Z), where S is a non-empty subset of X" and Z is an 
n x (v + 1) matrix of rational functions in F(x,w) with columns Z0, Z~, .... Z,, for some 
v, 0 < v _ n, such that for all (~, fl) e S, we have (a) the entries of Z are defined at 
(~, fl), (b) Z0(~, P) is a particular solution of L(,.p, and (c) (Z~(a, fl), ..., Z,(~, #)) is a basis 
of the homogeneous system L~ We say a non-empty subset S of X' is a regime of 
L if there exists a Z as above such that (S, Z) is a solution function of L. By abuse use 
of language, we often call Z a solution function on S. We denote the domain of Z by 
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dora(Z). The largest subset T of  X' such that (T, Z) is a solution function of  L will be 
denoted by S(Z). Of  course, S~_S(Z). 
REMARK. Note that in (c), for a fixed (a, fl), the homogeneous system, and hence also 
the basis, depend only on ct. We could have defined the entries of Z~ .... .  Z, to be in 
F(x),  and the entries of Z0 to be in F(x)[w]. However, as we shall see, a and fl are not 
necessarily independent. Thus Z:, .... Z, may involve w. We use the more general deft-' 
nition and notation so as not to restrict a priori our freedom in representing solution 
functions, In this sense, the notation L~ reminds us that on S the homogeneous 
system L ~ may be equivalent to one involving both x and w. [3 
Let S be a regime of L and let Z be a solution function on S. Let (~, fl) e S. A basis 
of  the vector space of solutions 'of the homogeneous system L~ has v elements, 
Hence v < n and rank(C(~t)) = n - v, which on the one hand, is independent of  (0t,/?), 
and on the other, is independent of Z. We call n - v the C-rank, or simply, the rank 
of S and denote it by c(S). So 0 <~ c(S) < rrdn(r, n). Since the pair (S(Z), Z) is also a 
solution function we have c(S) -- c(S(Z)). More generally, we have: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S 1 and S ~ be two regimes of L. I f  c(S l) q~ c(S ~) then S 1 and S 2 are disjoint. 
[] 
Let A(L) be the set of all points (ct, p) e X' for which L~,.p> is consistent. I f  S is a 
regime of L then clearly S ~ A(L). Let S = {S 1, ..., S'} be a family of regimes of L. 
We shall say the family S covers L (or is a cover for L) if A(L) --- [.J S I. We say S is an 
irredundant cover if S covers L and no proper subfamily of S covers L. Finally, we say 
S is a minimum cover if S covers L and there is no cover T- -  {T ~, .... T ~) of L with 
t < s. A minimum cover is always irredundant. For a given PSLE L, we are interested 
in an efficient algorithm to compute a minimum cover S of A(L), In other words, we 
want to express A(L) as the union of a minimum number of regimes S t, where on each 
regime we can solve L uniformly by some solution function Z I. 
In the remainder of this section, we illustrate with some examples. 
EXAMPLE 3.2, For the system L of Example 2.1, a minimum cover for L is {(X, Z)}, 
where X--- U 2 --- A(L) and 
Z= -- ~2 ' [] 
EXAMPLB 3.3. Let x = (a, b) be the parameters, and consider the 3 x 3 linear system L: 
z 1 + az 2 + bz 3-- 1, 
bz 1+ z2+az3~l ,  
az l + bz2 + z 3 ~1.  
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In this example, z = 0. Let S = V(6(x)) where 
cS(x) = (a + b + l)(a 2 - ab - a + b 2 - b + 1) 
is the 3 x 3 determinant of the coefficient matrix. Let Z be the matrix with a single 
colunm vector 
1 1 1 
Z~ b+a+l  ' b+a+l  ' b+a+l  )' 
Then c(S) -- 3, (1,0) e S and (S,L0 is a solution function for L and indeed, S -- S(Z). 
We have dora(Z) = V(b + a + 1) = A(L). We note that (I,I) e dora(Z) and Zo(1,1) is 
a particular solution of Ltt.l~, but (1,1)$S(L0. Thus, in general, S(Z) ~ dora(L0 n A(L). 
[] 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Consider L as in Example 3.3. Let 
S = V(a 2 - ab - a + b 2 - b + 1) (7 V(a  - b 2) 
and let Z be the matrix with column vectors Z0, ZI where, 
( ) (  -b+a2-ab+l  ) 
Zo ~ b_--a ,0, b -1  Z1 = -- -  ,1, b2 . 
Then c(S) = 2, (0, co) e S, where co is a primitive cube root o f -  1, and (S, Z) is a sol- 
ution function of L. Let Y be the matrix with column vectors Y0, Yl where, 
( ~b-l.1 a - l  ) ( -b2+a ,1, b -a2  ) 
Yo = -__ ,0, ab - - i  ' Yl= ab-1  ab--T " 
It can be easily checked that the function ab - 1 is never zero on S and that Y is also 
a solution function on S. In this example, the two solution functions are equivalent 
(that is, each corresponding rational function entries are equivalent) on S. Of course, 
solution functions for the same regime need not be equivalent in general. [] 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Again consider the system L of Example 3.3. Let S t be the set consisting 
of the single point (1,1). Then clearly S t is a regime of L, with a particular solution 
(1,0, 0) and a basis ( ( -  1,0, 1),(- 1, 1, 0)}. Let S 2 be the regime in Example 3.4, and 
let S 3 be the regime in Example 3.3. Since A(L) = V(b + a + 1), the family {S t, S 2, S 3} 
is a minimum cover of L (see also Corollary 4.3). [] 
REMARK, For the linear system in the examples above, if we are only interested in a 
particular solution, then we only need one solution function on A(L), namely, Z in 
Example 3.3. 
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4. Special Solution Functions 
Our first result (Theorem 4.1) explicitly constructs a finite cover for L. The proof is 
based on the simple consistency condition of a linear system. Let (a, p) e A(L). Then 
rank(C(a)) = rank(C(a), A(cq/~)). I f  this rank is c, the consistency condition is equiv- 
alent to the requirement that all (c + 1) • (c + 1) subdeterminants of  both the coeffi- 
cient matrix and the augmented matrix vanish at (a,//), while some c• c 
subdeterminant of the coefficient matrix does not. Thus A(L) is the union of a finite 
number of quasi-algebraic subsets of X'. On each of these quasi-algebraic subsets, we 
can obtain a solution function explicitly. The theorem thus provides a crude algorithm 
for solving PSLE. Later, using these explicit formula~ on the regimes, we develop 
methods to merge different regimes and reduce their number to arrive at a more eft .  
cient algorithrn. We need a few more definitions and notations. 
Let c e N, 0 < c < rain(r, n) + 1, and let Ao be a complete set of non-zero determi- 
nants of c x c submatfices of C(x), where A0 = {1} and Amlnr = q~ by convention. 
Obviously, A, __q F Ix] for every c. Let rr be the projection of  X' onto X. For any sol- 
ution function (S,Z), and any (~,//) e S, the determinant of  every 
(c(S) + 1) • (c(S) + 1) submatrix of C(~) must be zero. Thus rr(S) is a subset of the 
quasi-algebraic set V(A~ +~) f] 7r(dom(Z)); in particular, the latter set is non-empty, 
since S is non-empty by definition. 
Let S~X'  and ~ e rr(S), We define the fiber of S over ~ to be the set S' = 
{]/e U' [ (~, ]/) e S}. The set S is said to have generic F-fibers if there exist polynomials 
hl(x,w), ..., h,(x,w) E F Ix,w] such that S" = V~(hl(~, w), ..., h,(~, w)) for each ~ e n(S). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let L be a PSLE  as given by (1). Then we can construct k regimes 
S ~, .... S k covering L, and for each i, 1 < i ~ k, a solution function Z t on S t, Moreover, we 
have 
and each S t is a quasi-algebraic subset of X'  having generic F-fibers. 
PRooF. Let ce  N, O<c<rrf in(r ,n) .  Fix a c-subset a of (1,.., ,r} and let ~ be the 
complement of a. Similarly fix a c-subset b of (1 .... , n} and let b- be the complement 
of  b. Let C *~ be the c x c submatrix of C(x) consisting of entries Ck, with k e a and 
i e b. Let z b be the subvector (zt)t,b of z. Let A ~ be the subvector (Ak),,, of A. In what 
follows, other submatrices and subvectors will be similarly notated. Let 6(x)= 6,~(x) 
be the determinant of C~ (if c -- O, let 6(x) = 1). Suppose 6(x) § 0. We are going to 
construct an n x (v + 1) matrix Z where v = n - c, with entries in F(x)[w]. Without loss 
of generality, we shall suppose that C *~ is given by the first c columns and c rows ofthe 
matrix C. Thus we can partition the matrix C and the vectors z and A as follows: 
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i b] IA.I C----- C~b CZ~ " , z--- z ~ , and A--  A ~- . (2) 
The linear system L may be written as: 
c"b(x)/ + c~(x)z ~ = A a(x, w), (3(x, w)) 
c~(x) /  + c~(x)~ ~ = a~Cx, w). (4(x, w)) 
Now, let K(x) = K,~(x) be the inverse of C~(x) ifc ~ 0 and let K(x) = 1 otherwise. Define 
the matrix Z = Z~(x,w) by 
where J is a v x v identity matrix. Note that for general a and b, a suitable permutation 
of the rows of right hand side in (5) is implicit in the definition of Z~; note also, when 
c --0, Z,b -- [0 J]. Let Z0, Z, .... , Z, be the columns of Z. Clearly, V(~(x))_~dom(Z). Let 
~ -- r -- c and let h(x, w) = hob(X, w) be defined by 
ha#(x,w ) -- 0 if ~ -- 0, and 
= ~(x)(c~bc~)z0~(~,w ) _ A~(~,w)) (6) 
= ~,~b(x)(~b(x)Kab(x)A"(x,w) - A~(x,w)) i f  ~ > 0. 
Note that h(x,w) ~ F Ex,wY and h(x, w) --- - A(x, w) when c = 0. Finally, we let 
s = s~b = ~"  +'(~(x)) f l v "  +'(A~ + ~(x), h(x, w)). (7) 
Then S is a quasi-algebraic set defined over F. We claim that (S, Z) is a solution func- 
tion, provided that S ~ r Let (~,/~) e S. Then the determinant of every 
(c + 1) • (c + 1) submatrix of C(a) must be zero (if c = min(r, n), this condition is vac- 
uous). Moreover, since ~(~)4~ 0, the matrix C*~(a) is invertible and has inverse K(a). 
Thus rank(C(~))--c and the system L~,,p) can be rewritten as (3(~, #)) and (4(~r p)). 
Using (3(a, fl)), we can solve uniquely for z ~, in terms of the remaining unknowns z ~, 
which can be arbitrary. Thus, Z,(~, fl), ..., Z,(~, #) are linearly independent solutions 
of the homogeneous system corresponding to (3(a,/~)). Since rank(C(a)) = c, they are 
also solutions to the homogeneous system corresponding to (4(~, 1~)). Now, Z0(a, ]~) is 
a particular solution of (3(~, #)). Since h(~, ]~) = 0, it is also a solution of (4(~, 1~)). Thus 
Z is a solution function on S. 
It follows that for each ct ~ n(S), the fiber S" is given by the algebraic set of zeros 
of h(a, w) e F (a)[wy. Thus S has generic F-fibers. 
To complete the proof, let (S',Z'), ... ,(S ~, Z ~) be all the solution functions (S, Z) 
constructed as above (with non.empty S). Each such (S, Z) is determined by a choice 
of a non-singular (square) submatrix of C(x), and there are at most 2 of these, where 
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mln(r,n) 
k 
Clearly, [_J S' __ A(L). Let (e, p) e A(L). Then the ranks of the coefficient matrix 
C(a) and thd~dugmented matrix (C(ct), A(ct,/~)) are equal, say to c, 0 < c < rain(r, n). 
At least one c x c submatrix C*~(0t) of C(~t) is nonsingular, We note that the corre- 
sponding submatrix Cn(x) of C(x) must then also be nonsingular. Let (S, Z) be the pair 
constructed as above using this submatrix. Since any solution to (3(a,/~)) will auto- 
matically satisfy (4(e, fl)), we see that (ct,/~) e S. In particular, S is nonempty, and hence 
(S, Z) = (S', Z~ for some i. This completes the proof. [] 
The proof of Theorem 4. I is constructive, and provides us with a crude algorithm 
for solving PSLE. We skip the description of this algorithm in this form. We shall give 
instead first a slightly improved version, and later a still more efficient one. 
It should be noted that the bound given in Theorem 4.1 is best possible. This 
bound will be attained whenever the given PSLE is completely general, as in Example 
2.2. In practice, however, relatively few of the entries in the coefficient matrix C involve 
parameters. In addition, the possible ranks of the matrices C(e) do not always range 
from 0 through rain(r, n). Our first improvement takes advantage of this property. We 
define the minimum rank p(C) of the matrix C(x) to be the least rank of C(~t) as a ranges 
over X. Thus 0 < p(C) < min(r, n). Note that it is possible for p(C) = 0. An example of 
this is when x is a single indeterminate, and 
X 2 +x 3 . 
On the other hand, it is quite likely that p(C) > 0, for example, when C contains ome 
c x c nonsingular submatrix whose determinant does not involve parameters at all, in 
which case rank(C(e)) _> c for any 9 and hence p(C) > c. More generally, the proposi- 
tion below holds. Recall that A0 = {1} and that Am~,~,.,~+~ = 4~ by convention. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The minimum rank p(C) of C(x) is the largest c, 0 < c < rrfin(r, n), such 
that V(A,) = qb, or equivalently, 1 e Ideal(A,). 
PRooF. Let c* denote the largest c such that V(A~)= ~. For any ~ eX, let c = 
rank(C(~)), Suppose c< c*. Then c+ 1 ~c* and ~ e V(A~+i) _~V(Ae) = th. This con- 
tradiction proves p(C) > c*, Conversely, let a e V(Ao.+~), which is non-empty by deft- 
nition of c*. Since X = V(Ao.), there is some c* x c* submatrix whose determinant does 
not vanish at a. Thus rank(C(e))= c* and so p(Q = c*. The equivalence is simply 
Hilbert's NuUstellungsatz. [] 
To apply Proposition 4.2 to our algorithm involves ideal membership testing, 
which is relatively expensive. A simpler application, but not as exact, is the following. 
Suppose C contains ome c x c nonsingular submatrix whose determinant is a non-zero 
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constant, and let ~ denote the largest such c. We have seen p(Q ~ ~. Since non-zero 
constants are easy to detect, we can apply this in our algorithm. However, one should 
note that the inequality can be strict. For example, with x as a single indeterminate, l t 
[o 0 x_, 0 ]  
r  = x 1 x + 1 " 
Then p(C) = 2 and E -- 1. Of  course, ~ need not exist for arbitrary C(x), and if ~ exists, 
it is not necessarily true that for c < ~', A~ contains a non-zero constant (see Example 
2.1). Thus any search for a non-zero constant determinant should be done in descend- 
ing order of  c. 
COROLLARY 4.3. I f  S = (S', .... S ~} is a family of regimes covering L such that for each 
c, p(C) ~ c < rain(r, n), there is at most one S j with c(SO = c, then S is a minimum cover 
e lL .  
PROOF. This follows from Lemma 3.1 and the fact that c(S) ~ p(C) for any regime S. 
[] 
Our next improvement depends crucially on the set inclusion relationships among 
the quasi-algebraic sets defined by (7). We begin with some definitions. 
A special set for L is a quasi-algebraic set S = So~, which may be empty, corre- 
sponding to a non-singular submatrix of C(x) as defined by equation (7). Note that 
S#§ =/, '~+'(A, d(x,w)) is a special set (case c = 0). The size c of the index sets a, b will 
be called the C-rank of S and denoted by c(S), The matrix Z = Z~ as defined by. (5) is 
called the associated matrix of S. The function 3(x) -- 6,dx) is called the denominator 
of S and the functions h(x, w) = h,~(x,w) defined by (6) are called the consistency func- 
tions of S. For a special set S, we define a quasi-algebraic set N(S) by 
N(S)  = ~(6(x ) )  N v~(ac+ l(x)). (9) 
Clearly, by (7), ~t(S) _c N(S); in particular, if N(S) -- $ then S -- ~b, 
A special regime is a special set that is non-empty (that is, one of the S * in the proof 
of Theorem 4,1). For such S, N(S) is non-empty. It should be emphasized that N(S) 
may be empty for a special set. The system in Example 2,3 has just one special set S 
with c(S) = I and N(S) ~ 4. On the other hand, the same example shows it is also 
possible for N(S) ~ ~ but S = ~b. The situation is much better in the case L is sort of 
homogeneous. 
We say the PSLE L as given in (1) is semi-homogeneous if A(x,O) = 0. A homoge- 
neous PSLE is clearly semi-homogeneous. A PSLE with arbitrary right hand side is 
semi-homogeneous, for we may take z = r and A;(x, w) = w 1 for 1 < j  < r. 
PROPOSITION 4,4. With notation as in Theorem 4.1, suppose that L is semi-homogeneous. 
Then n(S) = N(S) for any special set S; in particular, S is a special regime if and only if 
k 
N(S) ~ ~5. Thus, n(A(L)) = U N(S') is the finite union of quasi-algebraic sets, 
I=l 
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PROOF. For any a e X, and for any special set S, the algebraic system h(a, w) = 0 has a 
solution in U', namely, the trivial solution. Hence by (7) and (9), a e n(S) if and only 
if a e N(S). The rest of the proposition follows from the theorem. [] 
PROPOSITION tl.5. Let L be a PSLE as defined by (1) and let S, T be special sets for L. 
Let c = c(S) and c' = c(T). 
(a) I f  c ~ c', then N(S) and N(T) are disjoint. 
(b) I f  N(S) ~ N(T), then S ~_ T; and if moreover, N(S) ~ c~ then c = c'. 
PROOF. We may suppose c < c'. Now N(S) N N(T) is easily seen to be the empty set 
since the denominator 6(x) of T, being a c' • c' determinant, belongs to Ideal(Ao§ 
For part (b), the first part is trivial if S - ~b. Assume S ~ ~b and (a, #) e S. Then L~,.p~ 
is consistent and the hypothesis implies that ~ e N(S) =__ N(T). Hence, by an argument 
similar to the last paragraph in the proof of Theorem 4.1, (~, p) e T. The last statement 
follows from (a). [] 
5. Algorithm for PSLE (First Version) 
We now describe a first version of the algorithm. We shall assume that the following 
procedures are available. For simplicity, we shall assume the procedures work for all 
polynomial rings. The method for implementing these procedures will be discussed in 
a separate section. 
PROCEDURE 1. Determinants(C(x), e . Here, C(x) is an r x n matrix over a polynomial 
ring R[x] and e is a natural number, 0 < c < min(r, n) + 1. This procedure returns the 
empty set if c = min(r, n )+ 1 and the set consisting of the single element 1i f  c---0. For 
1 < c < re_in(r, n), it returns the set Ao of all non-zero determinants of c • c submatrices 
of  C(x) if none of these determinants are constants; otherwise, it returns {6} where 6 is 
one such non-zero, constant determinant. We assume that any determinant returned 
by this routine carries with it the row index set a and the column index set b for the 
submatrix of which it is the determinant. In case c --- 0 one may assign a = b = ~b or use 
any other convenient convention. 
PROCEDURE 2a. Consistency(L, a b). Given a PSLE L as in (1), a c-subset a of 
{1, .... r}, and a c-subset b of {1, ..., n} such that C *~ is non-singular, this procedure 
returns the function h,~ as given by (6). Note that when c=0,  it returns 
h,, ffi - A(x, w). 
PROCEDURE 2b. Solve(L, a, b). Given a PSLE L as in (1), a c-subset a of {1 .... , r}, and 
a e-subset b of { 1, ..., n} such that C** is non-singular, this procedure returns the matrix 
Z,, as given by (5). Note that when c = 0, it returns Z,~ --- [0 J-J. 
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In Procedures 2a and 2b, no assumption is made that the quasi-algebraic set de- 
freed by (7) is non-empty. 
PgOC~.~URE 3. HasSolution(h,j). Given polynomials h = (h~ .... , h,) and a po lynomia l f  
with coefficients in F, this procedure returns the boolean value TRUE if the quasi- 
algebraic set S = V(h) ~ V(]') is non-empty, and the value FALSE otherwise. 
ALGORITHM 1. 
Input: A PSLE L:C(x)z = A(x,w) as given by (1). 
Output: A list of special regimes, together with their solution functions, 
satisfying the properties tated in Theorem 4.1. 
STEP 1. 
For c : = min(r,n) + 1 to 0 by -1 do 
Dc := Determinants(C(x), c) 
i f  Do consists of a single constant, go to STEP 2 
if  HasSolution(D., 1) -- FALSE, go to STEP 2 
STEP 2. 
p : = max(e, 0) 
For e: -- rain(r, n) to p by -I do 
For 6.b(x) e D~ do 
h**(x, w) ~ Consistency(L, a, b) 
*.b := Oc+l U (h.,(x,w)} 
if HasSolution(~o~, ob(x)) then 
Z,b(x,w): = Solve(L, a, b) 
output ~o~, ~,~(x), Z.,. 
PROOF OF CORRECTNESS. By Theorem 4.1, we need only consider special regimes. Let 
0 < e < rain(r, n), For any e-subset a of {1, ..., r} and b of (1, ..., n}, if S,~ is a special 
regime then N(Sob) q: ~,, and 6oe(x) q~ 0. Duplicate determinants may be eliminated since 
they can be dropped by Proposition 4.5(b). To justify the specifications in Procedure 
1, suppose the minimum rank is reached by finding a non-zero constant e • c determi- 
nant 3a(x). Then V ~ +'(A,) = ~b and hence by (9) and (7), N(Sev) and So,v are both empty 
for any (c -  O-subsets a' of {1 .... , r) and b' of {1, ..., n). Thus there is no need to 
compute any determinants of order less than c. Moreover, N(S,~) = V~(Ao+~(x)) 
~_ N(S) for any S with C-raiak c so that by Proposition 4.5(b), S,~ _ S. There is no need 
to consider any other special regimes with C-rank = e, and thus there is no need to 
compute any other determinants of e x c submatrices. By Proposition 4.2, we have 
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reached the minimum rank p(C) when we start Step 2, and so the iteration over c in 
both steps may be ended. In Step 2, we simply compute h,s, discard those for which 
S.~ -- V(~,~) N V(6,~(x)) is empty, and compute Z,~ for those for which S,~ is not empty. 
[] 
EXAMPLE, 5.1. Consider the 2 x 2 generic system L of Example 2.2. The 6 special re- 
gimes which irredundantly covers L, are given in Figure 1. [] 
Defining Equations for S 
ad - bc ~ 0 
ad-bc - -O ,  a~O,  cu--av---O 
ad-bc=O,  b~bO, du-bv=O 
ad-bc=O,  c~O, av-cu~O 
ad-bc- - -O,  d~0,  bv-du=O 
a- -b=c=d- - - -O ,  u-v=0 
Solution Functions Z 
du-  bv 
ad-  bc 
av  ~ cu  
ad-  bc 
u b"  
-d" - ~" 
0 1 
[0  1 
U a 
b b 
c -y  
0 1 
[0  1 ]  
~ c 
d d 
0 1 0 
0 0 I ]  
Figure I, Regimes and Solution Functions for 2x2 system. 
6. Algorithm for PSLE (Second Version) 
We now investigate the more general problem of determining the set inclusion relations 
among the special sets. We consider special sets rather than special regimes because 
we have no a priori way of knowing when a special set is non-empty. In Algorithm 1, 
we have to compute the consistency functions for all special sets even though some 
special sets may be redundant or empty. In our improved algorithm, we shall avoid 
some of this. It turns out that a large portion of the set inclusion relations may be 
characterized by using only the algebraic relations among the determinants. We state 
a trivial lemma from set theory. Let D be a set. For any subset A of D, we denote its 
complement in D by A. 
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LrtMMA 6.1. Let A be a subset of a set D, let {Bt}, and {Cj} be two ('possibly empty) 
families of subsets of  D, Then 
,4 N (U~) -  ~A N (U~)  "*" A N (NB~)~4 n (N cj). [] 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let (H I} = (V(@) r l  v(2,)} and {Kq = (V(@) N V(q~)} be two fami- 
lies of  quasi.algebraic sets, where @ ~_F [x] and p~ , q/ e Fix]. Then 
U Hl~- U K j r {Pi} --- Rag(O, {qj}). 
PROOF. We have, by applying Lemma 6.1, 
Un '=- U# 
9 ~ U (v(| n ~e,,))- u (v(| n ~(q~)) 
v(| N ( U ~O,t)) -~ v(o) N ( U F(qj)) 
~,  v(o) ~ (n v6oj))___ v(| fl (R v(@) 
9 ~ V(| 0,~})-~ V(| fq/}) 
r Rad(| {pj})_~ Rad(@, {qj}) 
9 ~, {pt} __. Rag(O, {qj}). [] 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let { T ~ } and {S ~ } be two families of special sets of (1) all having the 
same C-rank c. Let {r~(x)} and (~(x)} be the corresponding family of denominators. Then 
U N(T') _ U N(#) . .  (r~(~)} _ Rag(at+l, f*j(x)}). 
Moreover, when this condition is satisfied, we have U Tt ~- U S/, 
PROOF. The first statement follows from the proposition by taking H~=N(T'),  
K J=N(SO,  @=A,+~, p~--~,, and qj=~Sj. To prove the second statement, let 
(a, fl) e T ~, Then Lt,.p) is consistent and ~ e N(T'). Now, for some j, a e N(S/) and 
hence (a, fl) e S/. [] 
THEOREM 6.4. Let L be a PSLE as given by (1), and suppose L is semi-homogeneous. Let
p( C) be the minimum rank of C(x), and for each c, p( C) < c < min(r, n), let D, be a min- 
imal subset of  Ar such that 
A~ ~ Rad(A c + 1, De). (IO) 
For any t~,~ e Do, let S,b be the corresponding special set. Then the family 
S = {Sab I t~ab e D c for some c, p(C) < c < min(r, n)} 
is an irredundant cover for L. 
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PROOF. Consider the finite family T of all special sets. Theorem 4.1 guarantees that this 
family covers L. By Lemma 3.1, we know that this family can be partitioned into a 
disjoint union of subfamilies T, of special sets, where for each T,, all members have the 
same C-rank c., 0 < c ~ min(r,n). Clearly, all special sets in To are empty if c < #(C), 
Fix c > p(C) and let Ao(L) be the union of all members ofT~ Thus A(L) = I.J A,(L). Let 
S,  = {S-,I 6,b e Do}. Applying the above corollary to the families To and So using (I0), 
we have At(L) = U S,~, where the union is taken over members of So. Moreover, since 
L is semi-homogeneous, Proposition 4.4 implies n(S,~)= N(S,~). It follows that if S,b 
were empty or redundant, by the above corollary, we could remove c5,~ from Do and the 
resulting set would still satisfy (10), contradicting the minimality assumption. Thus 
each S~ is a regime and S, is irredundant. The proof is complete by Lemma 3.1. [] 
COROLLARY 6.5, Let L be a PSLE as given by (1) and let p(C), c, D, (not necessarily 
minimal), and S,~, be as in Theorem 6.4. Then the family 
s '  = {sa ls.n e Dc for some c, p(C) < c < min(r, .)} 
is a cover for L. 
PROOF. Let S', be the subset of So consisting of all non-empty Sob. The conclusion that 
A,(L) = LJ S** in the proof of Theorem 6.4 is still valid when the union is taken over 
S',, without assumirng semi-homogeneity e lL  or minimality of D~. [] 
The word "minimal" in the statement of Theorem 6.4 and Procedure 4 below may 
be interpreted either in the sense of set inclusion, or in the sense of cardinality. Unfor- 
tunately, in the present setting, there is no way to determine whether the cover is ac- 
tually a minimum if "minimal" is interpreted in the second sense, We simply have not 
studied how solution functions may look if the regimes are not special. Nonetheless, 
Theorem 6.4 and the corollary provide a method for reducing the number of special 
regimes, which guarantees irredundancy in case L is semi-homogeneous. In the general 
case, while we may no longer get an irredundant cover from a minimal Do, the number 
of special regimes is actually less, since we have to eliminate those that are empty. We 
describe this improved algorithm in terms of a procedure that computes' Do in Theorem 
6.4. The implementation f this procedure will be discussed in the next section. Algo- 
rithm 2 below differs from Algorithm 1 by just two lines. When applied as in Algorithm 
2, Procedure 4 amounts to exploring all relations between subdeterminants of C(x) to 
avoid computing redundant solutions. 
PROCEDURB 4. MinGenerator(g, h). Given families of polynomials g --- (g,, ..., g,), and 
h - (hi, ..., ht), this procedure returns a minimal subfamily H - (h~l .... , htk) of h such 
that for every j, I < j  < t, hj belongs to Rad(g, H). 
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ALGORITHM 2. 
Input: A PSLE L:C(x)z -- A(x,w) as given by (1). 
Output: A list of special regimes, together with their solution functions, 
satisfying the properties tated in Theorem 4.1. If L is semi- 
homogeneous, the list is irredundant. 
STEP 1. 
For c: --- min(r,n) + I to 0 by -1 do 
Do := Determinants(C(x), c) 
if Do consists of a single constant, go to STEP 2 
D', := MinGenerator(Do+l,/9,) 
if HasSolution(D,, 1) = FALSE, go to STEP 2 
STEP 2. 
p : -- max(e, 0) 
For c : = min(r, n) to p by -1 do 
For cSo~(x) e D', do 
ho~(x, w) --- Consistency(L, a b) 
9 o, := D.+, hi (ho, Cx,w)) 
if L is semi-homogeneous r HasSolution(CD~, 6~ then 
Z,h(x,w): = Solve(L, a, b) 
output ~,b, ~5ob(x), Zo,. 
PROOF OF CORRECTNESS. I f  L is semi-homogeneous, this follows from Theorem 6.4. In 
this case, there is no need to apply the test for non-emptyness u ing Procedure 
HasSolution in Step 2. Without the assumption of semi-homgeneity, we may have 
empty So~ in So, and the test eliminates these, [] 
7. Implementation Issues 
In this section, we shall explore how the procedures specified in the previous ections 
may be implemented. We shall first consider how solution functions may be presented, 
and then discuss implementation strategies in turn for Procedures 3, 4, 1, and 2. As 
we saw in the last few sections, the solution to a PSLE is a list of solution functions 
(S, Z) where S is a quasi-algebraic set and Z is a matrix of rational functions defined 
on S. One of the main problems in implementation is to present each of these solution 
functions in the "simplest" form. The general problem for algebraic sets may be illus- 
trated by an example. 
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EXAMPLE 7.1. Consider the case of two parameters x ,y  and let h = {x 2, xy, fl}. The al- 
gebraic set S ffi V(h) consists of the single point (0,0), and a simpler set of polynomials 
describing S is therefore {x,y}, which generates Rad(h). Let f be the polynomial rune- ^ 
tion x +ya which is defined on S. One can obtain a simplified equivalent function f 
such that f(~, fl)--f(0q #) for every (~, p)e V(h) by reducing f modulo Rad(h). A less 
complete simplication may be obtained if we reducer modulo Ideal(h) instead. In the 
present example, we may takej g= 0, but if we reduce only modulo Ideal(h) then we can 
only simplify f to x. [] 
The above example suggests that one way to carry out the simplification over al- 
gebraic sets is to be able to effectively solve two problems: 
PROBLEM. 7.2. Compute a generating set for Rad(h), given h. [] 
PROBLEM. 7,3. Compute the reduction of f modulo Ideal(h), givenfand h, [] 
As we shall see, both problems are solvable. The simplification problem for a 
quasi-algebraic set and rational functions defined on it, however, will be more involved, 
and is partially solved in Proposition 7.4 below. 
We will digress briefly to review the concepts of term orderings and Gr6bner bases, 
A term ordering is a total ordering > of the set ofmonomials in FEx] that is compatible 
with multiplication. Term orderings are essential in any computer representation f
polynomial rings. A commonly used term ordering is the pure lexicographic ordering, 
implicitly given by the label order x, > x,_t > "" > x~, or more precisely, xiIx~ 2... x;, > 
x(lx~ ... x~, if and only if (e,, ..., el) is lexicographically greater than (d,, ..., dl). An- 
other popular term ordering is the "total degree" term ordering on F Ix], which is ob- 
tained as a refinement of total degree by the pure lexicographic ordering. For a 
complete characterization f all term orderings, see Robbiano (1985), Dube eta/ ,  
(1986), Weispfenning (1987), and Robbiano and Mora (1988). Kredel (1988) gave a 
survey of term orderings used in computer algebra systems. (However, the term or- 
dedngs in SCRATCHPAD II reported by Kredel is incorrect, see Jenks' (1984) original 
report and Sit (1989)). Also, SCRATCHPAD II can now perform polynomial arith- 
metic relative to an arbitrary term ordering (in the domain Generalized Distributed 
Multivariate Polynomials). 
Gr6bner bases are defined relative to a fixed term ordering. They can be charac- 
terized in many ways (see Robbiano (1988), for example, where 12 equivalent condi- 
tions are given). Introduced by Buchberger in 1965, they have become fundamental 
tools used to attack many computational problems in algebra. We shall see that the 
two problems mentioned above can be solved using Gr6bner bases. In addition, tech- 
niques for implementing all 4 procedures pecified in the previous two sections are 
intimidly related to the simplification problem and will involve Gr6bner bases compu- 
tation too. For basic properties of Gr6bner bases and their applications, the reader 
should consult Buchberger (1985, 1987) and other eferences cited there, More recently, 
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Mishra & Yap (1989) gave a self-contained exposition. In this paper, we follow 
Buchberger's original definitions. Given a finite set h of polynomials, and a fixed term 
ordering, a polynomialfis aid to be in normal form (or reduced) f ine  monomials ap- 
pealing in f is a multiple of any leading monomial of a polynomial in h. The sot h is 
called a Grt~bner basis if every polynomial in the polynomial ring reduces to a unique 
normal form modulo h. A Gr6bner basis is said to be reduced if for all fe  h, f is in 
normal form modulo h\{J}. Such a reduced Gr6bner basis is unique (Theorem 6.3, 
Buchberger 1985). Given a finite set h, Buchberger gave an algorithm (Algorithm 6.3, 
loc. cir.) which computes a set h' of generators for Ideal(h) that is a reduced Gr6bner 
basis. Given any Gr6bner basis of an ideal (reduced or not), it is easy (Algorithm 6.1, 
loc. cit.) to compute the normal form of any polynomial, and a polynomial belongs to 
the ideal if and only if its normal form is zero. Most computer algebra systems provide 
routines for Gr6bner bases computations. 
Problem 7.3 can thus be effectively carried out by computing a Gr6bner basis of 
Ideal(h) and then computing the normal form of f with respect o the basis. Problem 
7.2 is a more expensive one to solve (see Gianni et al. (1988)). When Ideal(h) is zero- 
dimensional, it is relatively easy to compute its radical, using an algorithm of 
Seidenberg (1974), together with properties of Gr6bner bases. The general case is 
computed by writing Ideal(h) as the intersection of two ideals, one with strictly smaller 
dimension, and the other in a polynomial ring of fewer indeterm/nates, and applying 
recursion to compute the radicals of these two ideals. Eventually, the recursion leads 
to the zero-dimension case, This algorithm has also been implemented on the 
SCRATCHPAD II system by Gianni (Gianni & Morn, 1989). There is currently much 
research on this problem, and alternate and less expensive algorithms may be at hand 
(see Alonso et al. (1990), Eisenbud et aL (1989), Giusti & Heintz (1990), Kobayashi et 
al. (1989), Krick & Logar (1990a, b), and Neff (1989); most of these references were 
supplied by one referee, who also pointed out that the algorithm of Eisenbud et al. was 
implemented in the Macaulay system). At present, in comparison to Gr6bner bases 
routines, relatively few computer algebra systems have routines for radical computa- 
tions. Thus, in this section, we shall take a dual approach. We shall continue to develop 
in theory how our algorithm is based on computations with radical ideals, while, in the 
discussions on implementation, we shall not insist on an available solution to Problem 
7.2. Indeed, we shall show that without computing a G~Obner basis of a radical ideal, 
we can solve PSLE with possibly only a slight increase in the number of regimes and 
in the complexity of the representation f solution functions. We shall explore other 
heuristic ways using factorization to minimize these effects. 
We now state the prerequisites on which an implementation may be based. We 
shall assume that routines in multivariate polynomial arithmetic, factorization, deter- 
minants, Gr6bner basis, normal form, and optionally, radical computation are avail- 
able. In these and other routines, wherever we use radical ideals, they may be replaced 
with ideals, with some sacrifice on simplicity. Since it is generally more expensive to 
compute the radical of an ideal, we can use the ideal version instead of the radical ideal 
version in performing simplifications at intermediate steps For efficiency. 
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ROUTINE 1R (resp. I). Gr6bnerBases(h). Given a finite set h of polynomials in a 
polynomial ring F I'x], this routine returns the reduced Gr6bner basis of Rad(h) (resp. 
Ideal(h)); when Ideal(h)~ F[x], it returns the set {1}, and when Ideal(h) ---0 it returns 
the empty set. t3 
ROUTINE 2. NormalForm(G, J). ^ Given a Gr6bner basis G and a polynomial f, this 
routine returns the normal fo rmf  of f ;  in case the GrObner basis consists of the empty 
set, it returns f itself. [] 
Straightly speaking, these routines (and others belo~v) depend on fLxing a 
polynomial ring and a term ordering. It is well-known that the complexity of the 
Gr6bner bases algorithm is very sensitive to the ordering of the variables (Gebauer & 
MOller, 1988) when the purely lexicographical ordering is used, but nearly stable in the 
case of total degree ordering. An efficient method for transforming GrObner bases with 
respect o different orderings in special cases has been recently discovered (F'aug6re t 
al., 1988). However, since there is no known method to predict he optimal ordering in 
any given problem, we shall not concern ourselves with this aspect of the algorithm. 
Instead, we shall assume that these routines work for any user selected term ordering 
>,  which we fix once and for all. 
We now return to the simplification problem on algebraic and quasi-algebraic sets. 
Consider first the case of an algebraic set defined by a set h of polynomials. We shall 
regard the reduced Gr6bner basis (with respect o >) of Rad(h) as a simplified set of 
def'ming polynomials of V(h). For any polynomial function f defined on V(h), we shall 
regard the normal form of f modulo Rad(h) as a simplified equivalent function. For any 
rational function p/q defined on V(h) we shall regard/3/~ as a simplified equivalent 
function, where ~ (respectively ~) is the normal form of p (respectively q) modulo 
Rad(h). Thus in this sense, Routines 1 and 2 may be viewed as simplifers on algebraic 
sets and functions defined on them. 
Buchberger classified simplifiers as either canonical or non-canonical (see 
Buchberger, 1982). Since normal-form algorithms are canonical simplifiers 
(Buchberger, 1985, Method 6.1), it is natural to define "simplification" the way we did. 
^ 
It is possible, however, that the normal fo rmf  of a polynomial may have many more 
(but lower) monomial terms and with larger coefficients than the polynomial f itself. 
For other discussion on the simplification problem, see Lazard (1988), where he elab- 
orated on how to compute the solutions of zero-dimensional algebraic systems in a 
specially simple form. 
The concept of simplification for quasi-algebraic sets is more involved. We shall 
study only those quasi-algebraic sets that are of interest o us. Consider a quasi- 
algebraic set of the form S = V~(h) N V'~(f), where h is as before, and f is a single 
polynomial in F[x]. We can construct an algebraic set S + = V~+'(h, t f -  1) _m U -+', 
where t is a new indeterminate and h, and t f -  1 are now polynomials in F Ix, t]. Let 
n:U~+I-,U~ be the projection given by Ir(a~, ..., a,,+l) =- (al, ..., am). Then 7r induces a 
bijection between S+ and S. This biiection allows us to identify S with an algebraic set 
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S +. The following proposition, which relates a Gr6bner basis of Ideal(h, tf-- 1) and 
Rad(h, i f -  1) with the quasi-algebraic set S --- V~(h) ~ V~00, provides a simplified e- 
scription for S as well as for polynomial functions defined on S. 
PROPOSmON 7.4. With notations as above, let G + be a Grt~bner basis of  Rad(h, t f -  1) 
(respectively, Ideal(h, t f -  1)) relative to the order >t, where fx t >t tJx J i f  i >j  or if i = j  
and x~> x ~. Let "G : "G+ ~ Fix] and let f be a normal form o f f  modulo G. Then 
(a) G is a Grdbner basis for Rad(h, i f -  1) A Fix] (resp. Ideal(h, t f -  1) f'] Fix]) 
with respect o >. 
(b) I f  G + is a reduced Gr6bner basis, then so is -G. 
(c) l f  p ~ F ix], then the normal form of p with respect o G is the same as the normal 
form ~ o f  p with respect o G + 
(d) Kad~t,j(G) ~_ Radpt,~(h), (resp. Idealvt,~(G) ~_ Idealvt,~(h)). 
(e) s = N 
PROOF. The proofs for both cases are similar; we give them together. Part (a) is just a 
special version of  Proposition 3.1 (Gianni et al., 1988), while part (b) follows easily 
from definition. Part (c) is clear (see Algorithm 6.1, Buchberger, 1985) since the normal 
form computation ofp  with respect o G + cannot involve any member of G + which 
is not in F I'xl because of the way we extend the term ordering. In particular, if p e 
Rad(~'+) N F ix ]  (resp. p ~ Ideal(G -+) f') Fix]), then/~--0 and hence p e Rad(G) 
(resp. Ideal(G)). Thus we have 
IdealF[x](G-)--IdealF[x](G+ f-) Fix])~_ I deal(G -+) ~ Fix] ~_ Ideal~[x](h), 
and Rad(G-)_~_ Rad(h), proving (d). In particular, V~(G) _ V'(h). We observe that for 
any ae Vm(G), f (a )~O if and only i f f (a )~0.  Now let a~S,  a,+t=l/f(a),  and 
a + = (a, a,,+i). Then a + e S +, and hence g+(a +) = 0 for all g+ e G'+. For any g e G, 
^ 
g(a+)=g(a)=O. Thus aeV'(G--) and by our observation, f (a )~O and so 
S ___ V~(G ") N V~'(]~). Since V~(G ") ___ V'(h), the converse also follows from the observa- 
tion, proving (e). [] 
Part (c) of the proposition suggests a way to simplify a polynomial function defined 
on a quasi-algebraic set, namely, compute its normal form with respect o G. Similarly, 
Part (e) yields a representation for S which may be viewed as "simplified." The specific 
term ordering >, described in the proposition must be adhered to for parts (c) and (e) 
to be valid. When the given term ordering > on F ix] is the pure lexicographic order- 
ing, the extended term ordering >, is just the pure lexicographic.ordering on F ix, t] 
(implicitly: t>,xm >, ... >,x~). This property makes implementation using the pure 
lexicographic ordering much easier. In contrast, the extension >, of the total degree 
term ordering on F Ix] is neither the total degree term ordering on F it, x] nor the total 
degree term ordering on F ix, t]. For example, t~ >t x] and t >, x~, but in the case of 
total degree term ordering on Fit, x], x] is greater than tx~ while in the case of total 
degree term ordering on F ix, t], x~ is greater than t. A similar phenomenon occurs 
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when the original term ordering is a refinement of total degree by the reverse 
lexicographic ordering (that is, x~lx~...x~ . > x(~xg~ .. .x~ if and only if 
(Z  e , -  e~, ..., - e,) is lexicographicaUy greater than ()".d~,- d~ .... , -  d~)). 
t f f i l  I f f i l  
There are other limitations. We illustrate below with examples to show that Part 
(e) does not always give the "simplest" representation f S. 
EXAMPLE 7.5. Let x,y  be two indeterminates, h={xy:},  and f=x  ~. Then S is the 
x-axis minus the origin. Using a term ordering with t> x >y, a Gr6bner basis for 
Ideal(h, t f -  I) is G-+ = (y~, tx ~ - I}. Thus G= G-+ 0 F ix ,  y] = (y2}, and Ideal(G-) 
properly contains Ideal(h). We see, in general, Ideal(G) ~ Ideal(h). This same example 
also shows that Rad(G) r Rad(h). In addition, note that the Gr6bner basis G obtained 
through Rad(h, t f - I )  is (y}, which is simpler than the one above obtained via 
Ideal(h, t f -  1). On the other hand, j~-- x 2 in both the Ideal and Rad cases, but the 
simplest description of S is V(y) N V(x). Thus Part (e) is only a partial answer to this 
simplification problem. [] 
EXAMPLE 7.6. Consider the ease of three real parameters x, y, and z. Let 
h ffi {xz +y, x -yz}  and let f--- z. It is not difficult to show that the quasi-algebraic set 
S so defined is the z-axis with the origin deleted and a simple description is given by 
V(x,y) N V(z). With a term ordering t>x>y>z,  the Gr6bner basis G+ = {ty+yz, 
tz - I, x -yz ,  yz ~ +y} and G -- {x -yz ,  yz 2 +y}. Thus Part (e) yields a description of 
S as V(x -yz ,yz  2 +y) f-) V(z). The difficulty here is of course in recognizing that 
z ~ + 1 ~ 0 for the real parameter z. This example suggests that perhaps one may solve 
this simplification problem by viewing it as a special class of elementary algebra and 
geometry quantifier elimination problem. However, as Arnon and Mignotte (1988) 
pointed out, the quantifier elimination problem for (the more general) semi-algebraic 
sets has the same difficulty in defining what is "simplest." [] 
With these limitations in mind, we may now specify a simplifier for quasi-algebraic 
sets based on Proposition 7.4. Routine 3 is a generalization of Routine 1, and in the 
spirit of SCRATCHPAD II, we shall refer to Routine 3 with the same name - the two 
can be distinguished by their arguments. Again, Routine 3 may be specified relative to 
either ideals or radical ideals. It necessitates the introduction of an additional indeter- 
minate t, and can be implemented using Routines 1 and 2. We note that there is no 
need for an extra routine to simplify polynomial functions on quasi-algebraic sets since 
by Part (c) of Proposition 7.4, Routine 2 may be used, provided G is a Gr6bner basis 
as first obtained using Routine 3. 
ROUTINE 3R (resp. I). Gr6bnerBases(h, J). Given a finite set h of polynomials, and a 
polynomial f in F [x], this routine returns a reduced Gr6bner basis G and the normal 
fo rmf  of f with respect o G" as described by Proposition 7.zl, radical ideal (resp. ideal) 
version. In other words, given_ aquasi-algebraic set S ffi V(h) ~ V(/), it returns a sim- 
plitied description S --- V(G) A V(f). When f - -  1 this reduces to Routine 1R (resp. I). 
U 
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The ideal version of Routine 3 is particularly useful as the following well-known 
result shows. 
PROPOSITION 7.7. With notations as in Routine 3L the following are equivalent. 
(a) s = 
(b ) fe  Rad(h), 
(c) [ a ,  
(a ) I  = 0. 
PROOF. The proposition is trivial if f=  0. Supposef~ 0. We have (a) holds if and only 
ff fvanishes identically on V(h), which is equivalent to Co) by Hilbert's Nullstellungsatz. 
Let t be a new indeterminate, We claim that fe  Radrt,~(h) ~- fe  Rad~t,.,~(h, t f -  1): for 
fffor some k,f* can be written as a linear combination ofh~ and t f -  1 with coefficients 
in F ix, t], then by substituting 1If for t and clearing denominators, we obtain for some 
k', f*' as a linear combination of h~ with coefficient in F[x]. Thus, using the notations 
of Proposition 7,4 (ideal version), we have 
(b) ,~ 1 e Ideal(h, i f -  1) .~ 1 e G + ,~ (c). 
Since G. is a Gr0bner basis of Ideal(h, t f -  1) N F ix], it is clear that (c) and (d) are 
equivalent. [] 
By this proposition, Routine 3I can be used to implement Procedure 3 since 
HasSolution(h,j9 = FALSE ,~, S---r It can also be used to decide the membership 
problem for a radical ideal, without first computing a GreJbner basis for the radical ideal. 
Routine 2 may be used to solve the membership problem for ideals. 
A certain amount of simplification can be obtained using factorization and some 
heuristics, without adding an extra indeterminate and hence overheads because of dual 
representations of the original polynomials. Factorization of multivariate polynomials 
of course is non-trivial in general, but most computer algebra systems have such rou- 
tines. Routine 3F below may be viewed as another partial simplifier, and if desired, 
may be used repeatedly. The following notations will be used. Given a polynomial p in 
F ix] ,  we let ~(p) denote the set of all distinct factors o fp  irreducible over F. Given a 
set r of distinct irreducible polynomials in Fix] we let ~* denote /heir product, As 
usual, ~*-- 1 ire is empty, I f  ~' is another set, we let ~\~' denote the set of irreducible 
polynomials in ~ but not in r In the description, comment are delimited by "/*" and 
ROUTINE 3F  
Input: A quasi-algebraic set S = V(h)n V(f) where h = (hi  . . . .  , hs) e 
F[x]" andfE  F[x], 
A 
Output: A GrObner basis G._and a_.polynomialf reduced with respect o 
such that S = V(G) (] V(f). 
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Algorithm: 
Go : = Grt~bnerBases(h) [* Routine 11 */ 
f0 : = NormalForm(Go,J') /* Routine 2 */ 
If f0 ~ 0 then output G" = {1},f  = 0 and stop. 
Et : = {r I g e Go and ~(g) ~b ~(g') for any g' e Go} 
: = (~(g) \~)  I ~(g) e ~)  
G: - GrObncrBases(G2) /* Routine 11 */ 
f :  = NormalForm(G, ~)* )  /* Routine 2 */ 
Output G,f .  
PROOF OF CORRECTNESS. Since Ideal(G0) = Ideal(h) it is clear that S = V(Go) n V~).  I f  
f0 = 0 then S = ~b and we stop with the appropriate output. Assume now f~ ~ 0. We 
observe that for any non-zero polynomial p, Rad(p) = Rad(~(p)*), V(p) --- V(~(p)*), and 
V(p)---V(~(p)*). This observation extends to a family of polynomials as well. Let 
G= (~(g)*lg e Go}. Then we have Rad(Go) = Rad(G). If for some g, g' e Ga we have 
{(g) = ~(g') then ~(g')* properly divides r Thus if Gt = {~* [ { e Et), then Rad(Gt) 
= Rad(h) and hence V(G~) = V(h). Let g e Gt and let p be an irreducible common 
factor off0 and g. Clearly, if a e S then p(cr 4:0 and hence (g/p)(~) = 0. This shows that 
S = V(G~) A V~).  Since Ideal(G2) = Ideal(G--) and V~)  = V(~)* )  it follows that S 
= N [] 
EXAMPLE 7.8. Let S = V(xy 2) n V(x a) as in Example 7.5. Routine 3F yields S = 
V(y) ~ V(x). In this example, Routine 3F gives better result than Routine 3R and 
Routine 3I. [] 
EXAMPLE 7.9. Let x ,y  be two indeterminates ordered lexicographically with x >y .  Let 
h = (x ~ +y,y~) and f= x. Then S = V(h) A V(D = r Follow!ng Routine 3F we get 
Go = h,fo = f, G~ = {x 2 + y,y} = G2, and finally G = (xa,y}, andf  --- x. Applying Routine 
3F once more yields G = (1}. This example shows Routine 3F is only a partial 
simplifier. It also shows that the analogue of Proposition 7.7 does not hold (except the 
equivalence of (a) and (b)) and hence cannot be used to implement Procedure 3. [] 
We now turn our attention to the implementation of Procedure 4: MinGenerator. 
Keeping in mind that MinGenerator is applied in Algorithm 2 with inputs A,+1, A, for 
p(C) < c_  rain(r, n), and we are interested in simplifying functions defined on quasi- 
algebraic subsets of V(Ac), we would like, in addition to a minimal subset D, satisfying 
equation (10), to have a Gr6bner basis for Rad(A,) or Ideal(A,). In terms of the inputs 
g = (gi, ..., g,) and h = (ht, ..., h~) of MinGenerator, we require also a Grtibner basis for 
Rad(g, h) or Ideal(g, h). 
We shall study several choices, none of them comptetely satisfactory. Because of 
the complexity of Buchberger's algorithm, it is difficult to devise a computation model 
to compare the efficiencies of these alternatives. In the following discussions, we shall 
frequently compute a Gr6bner basis for the ideal of an input family of polynomials that 
consists of a Gr0bner basis and one extra polynomial. For convenience, we shall refer 
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to such a computation as an FGB (for fast Gr6bner basis) computation. If a Gr6bner 
basis is constructed from k input polynomials recursively, we may roughly consider 
that as equivalent to k FGB computations. For example, computing a Gr6bner basis 
for Ideal(g) involves s FGB computations, which is fixed and independent of q. It 
should be noted that the time for an FGB computation is not constant and still de- 
pends on the actual input. Nonetheless, comparing the number of FGB computations 
(as a function of q) in the alternatives at least provides an intuitive idea of their relative 
efficiencies. We shall not provide further analysis beyond this, but shall point out the 
advantages and disadvantages of each. 
Our first method is the brute force approach, that is, for every subfamily (or sub- 
set) H of h we use Routine 31 to test ff each h~ r H, 1 < i < q, belongs to Rad(g, H); 
among all H for which this is true for aU i we select one with a minimum number of 
polynomials. This of course guarantees minimality, but is rather inefficient, since there 
is clearly a lot of redundant computation. Some redundancy may be avoided by using 
a clever enumeration algorithm (for example, the LEXSUB algorithm in Nijenhuis & 
Will(1978)) for all subsets ofh so that most calls to Routine 31 are FGB computations. 
Since there are 2 r t subsets not containing a particular h,, the brute force method may 
require q2 r t FGB computations (ignoring any fixed costs) in the worst case. However, 
even though we obtain a minimum subset H such that gad(g, H) = gad(g, h), in gen- 
eral we have not computed a Gr6bner basis for this radical ideal; indeed, not even one 
for Ideal(g, h) (Example: g is the empty family, and h --- {x a, xy, f l}).  
Next, we shall present 3 approximate methods, each a variant on the greedy algo- 
rithm. Routine 4M involves computing Gr6bner bases of ideals and membership test- 
hag for radical ideals. Routine 4I involves only computing Gr6bner bases of ideals, 
while Routine 4R involves computing Gr~Sbner bases of radical ideals. The inputs are 
the same, and the algorithms are sensitive to the order in which the polynomials ht is 
given. Let Is -- Ideal(g) and for 1 < i < q let It --- Ideal(g, ht, ..., h~). Let P~ and R, be the 
corresponding radical ideals. They all compute a "near minimal" subset H~ of h such 
that Rad(g, H,) = R,. 
ROUTINE 4M 
Additional Output: A GrObner basis G~ for If. 
Algorithm: 
Go: = Gr6bnerBases(g) /* Routine 1I *[ 
Ho: - -~ 
For i---- 1 to q do 
(G,, h,) :=  Gr6bnerBases(G~_ 1, h;) 
^ 
if h, = 0, then 
H, : = H,_, 
else 
H, := H,_I U {h,} 
Gs : = Gr6bnerBases(G~_ a U {h,}) 
Output G~, He. 
/* Routine 3I */ 
/*' Routine II */ 
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PRooF oV CORR0~'rN~S. It is clear that Gt is a GrObner basis of I~. We shah prove by 
induction that^Rad(g, 14,) -- R~. For i -- 0 there is nothing to prove. For i > 1, consider 
first the case h~--0. By Proposition 7.7, and our induction hypothesis, h~ e Rad(G~_t) 
--  R,_ t = P, ad(g,//t- t). Hence Rt = R~_ t = Rod(g, H,_ ~) = Rad(g, Ht). Next consider 
the case h~ 0. Then Rod(g, Hi) = Rod(g, H~_t 1.J {h,}) = Rad(R~_,+ Rad(h~)) = 
Rad(l,_, + Ideal(h,)) = R,. [] 
Routine 4M requires 2q FGB computations, thus is much more efficient han the 
brute force method. It also yields a GrSbner basis for 1,.^ It should be noted that we 
have to compute a new Gr~bner basis for I~ even in case ht = 0 since ht need not be in 
I~_v The Gr6bner bases G~ have no subsequent use. This method oes not guarantee 
a minimum subfamily. Note also that Ideal(g, H~) ~ If, but the inclusion may be strict 
(see Example 7.10 below). 
EXAMPLE 7.10. Let g be the empty family and let hi ----x~, ha = x 2 and ha =x. Following 
Routine 4M, we obtain Gt = HI--- {h~}, G~= Ha= {h, ha}, and (73= (1). Thus 
G3-= {h3} and //3 =//2. Note that Ideal(Ha)~ 13 and so we must compute a new 
Gr6bner basis by including ha. Note also that Ha is not minimum, and that if we had 
sorted the input polynomials by total degree, we would have gotten the minimum. I3 
ROUTINE 4R 
Additional Output: A Gr6bner bases G, of R,. 
Algorithm: 
Go : = Gr6bnerBases(g) /* Routine 1R *] 
//0:= 4, 
For i--- 1 to q do 
h, : = NormalForm(Gl_ ~,hi) /* Routine 2 */ 
^ 
if ht = 0, then 
Gt: --- GI_, 
H, : = H,_  , 
else 
G~ := Gr.Bases(G,_, U (h,}) /* Routi.~ 1a "/ 
n, := H,_, U {h,} 
Output G~, H,. 
Routine 4R is obviously correct, but it does not guarantee a minimum H~ and 
therefore has little advantage over Routine aM. It requires q computations of GrSbner 
bases of radical ideals (not counting the one for Go), and even though for each com- 
putation, the input consists of a GrSbner basis and one extra polynomial, it is no sim- 
ple analogue of an FGB computation. 
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ROUTINE 4I 
Output: A subset H~ of h such that Ideal(g,Hr (afortiori, 
Rad(g, H~) = Re) and a GrSbner basis G~ for If. When g~ and h, 
are all homogeneous, and the polynomials in h are arranged in 
non-decreasing order by total degree, He is actually a minimum 
subset, 
Algorithm: 
Go := Gr6bnerBases(g) 
For i= l  toqdo  
A 
h, : = NormalForm(G,_ i, ht) 
^ 
if h,= 0, then 
: = a , _ ,  
H, : = tt,_ , 
else ^ 
G, : = Gr6bnerBases(G,_ l U {h,)) 
H,:-- U {h,} 
Output G,. H,. 
/* Routine 1I */ 
/* Routine 2 */ 
/* Routine 11 */ 
PROOF OF CORRI~CTNESS. It is clear by induction that G, is a Gr6bner basis of I, and I~ 
= Ideal(g, H~). Suppose now that for 1 < i.r q, h~ is homogeneous of degree dt and 
~these are arranged in non-decreasing order by total degree, To prove that H~ is mini- 
mal, we proceed by induction on q. The case q = 1 is trivially true. As.sume by induction 
that H,_~ is minimal for Ir Let K be a minimal subset of (ha, ..., h~) such that 
Ideal(g, K) ~ Iq. Suppose first that h,~ K, Then K_  {ht .. . . .  hf_,} and 1r = Iq. In 
particular, h~ = 0, and h,$H,. Thus Hf = H,_ ~ and our induction hypothesis hows that 
I Hf-~l = I KI, where 1.41 denotes the cardinality of a set A. 
Next, we suppose that h a e K. Let K' = K~{hq}, Clearly, Ideal(g, K')_I~_~. For any 
i, 1 < i < q - 1, we have h, e I~ = Ideal(g, K). Thus we can express h, as a sum of an el- 
ement in lo and a linear combination of elements of K with coefficients which are 
polynomials. By writing these coefficients as sums of their homogeneous parts, and 
eliminating all products (formed from such parts and elements of  K) of  degree not 
equal to d, we see that h, can be written as a sum of the form 
ht=O+ Eptj~k ( l< i<q-  1), (11). 
k~K 
where 0 e I0 is homogeneous of degree d, or zero, and for all k e K, p,., is either zero or 
homogeneous of degree d, - degree(k) >_ O, In this relation, the coefficient p,.hq must be 
either zero or is non-zero and of degree 0 (in which case, d~ -- d,). We observe that if for 
all i(1 < i<  q -  1) we have p,.,, =0,  then Ideal(g, K') = I~_~. On the other hand, if for 
at least one i, p,.,r ~ O, then h~ e I,_~ and he # H~. 
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Now either h, e H, or h, ~ H~. In the first case, our observation shows that lq_~ --- 
Ideal(g, K'); by induction, [K'[ > [Hr [ and hence [K[ -- [H~[. In the second case, 
I~ --- lq_l and the minimality of K shows that we cannot have Ideal(g, K') = l~_l. Thus 
there is an ht for which p~.,,@0. Let K" - - / (  [.J {h~}. By equation (l l), 
Idea l (g ,K")=I~f f i lq_~.  Since I ( '~{h~,. . . ,h~_~},  it follows that [H~[----[Hq_~[ 
< I~'l -- [K[. This completes the proof. [] 
Routine 4! requires at most q FGB computations (not counting the initial com- 
putation of Go). It has the advantage that it yields a GrSbner basis G~ for I,, a goner- 
ating subset H, such that Rad(g, H~) = R~, and guarantees minimality (with respect o 
Ideal(g, H,) = Iq) for homogeneous inputs. The algorithm (when g is the empty family) 
was given in a tutorial by Stillman (1986) without proof. This proof has been included 
because the author was unable to locate any in the literature. We note that the proof 
on minimality made use of no properties of GrObner bases. Indeed, Gr/Sbner bases were 
used only to provide a unique normal form for h, or equivalently, to provide an algo- 
rithm to test membership ofh, in the ideal I,_ 1. Contrary to the ideal version, the radical 
ideal version (Routine dR) will not, in general, compute a minimum subset H~ even 
when the inputs are homogeneous. Routine 4I is more efficient han Routine 4M, and 
does not require the introduction of a new indeterminate . On the other hand, Routine 
aM may yield a smaller generating set for R,. 
The following example illustrates these routines and shows that they do not always 
provide a minimum generating set in the non-homogeneous case. 
EXAMPLE 7.11. Let g be the empty family and let h l=xy ,  h2--x(l+J?),  and 
ha -- x2y 4 - (1 +fl) .  The polynomials are already in non-decreasing order (by^ total de- 
~ree, or any term ordering). Following the routines (any version), we have h~ = x and 
ha- - -  (l +fl). Thus the routines all yield Ha= {hi, h2, h3} whereas H= (hi, ha} is a 
minimum generating subset for/3 as well as for R3. Homogenizing this example, with 
f l  = xy, f2 = x(z 2 + ~) ,  and f3 --- xay" - (z ~ + f l )z  4, the routines still yield K= ~,f~,f~} as 
the generating set. Now for Routine 4I, K is the minimum generating set of the ideal 
I3, as proved. On the other hand, since 
f2 ~ = x3(z 2 +y2)2(z2 +y~) 
= x2z4(z 2 +y~) modulo IdealS,f3) 
0 modulo IdealS,f3) 
~md so f2 e Rad(~,f3), all versions fail to produce the minimum generating set ~,f3} of 
the radical ideal R3. Finally, dehomogenizing K will not give the required minimum H. 
D 
Thus using Routine 4 (any version) instead of MinGenerator Jn the algorithm for 
PSLE may result in more redundancy. There are several alternatives to remedy this 
situation. First, we can apply' Routine 4 and then continue with the brute force ap- 
proach. In case there are still redundant regimes (which is possible if L is not semi- 
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homogeneous), one may (relatively easily) further refine the output list by applying 
Proposition 6.2 to pairs of regimes So~, Sev with the same C-rank. For suppose, after 
applying Routine 4, we fmd that 
~ A  ~ A  
= f l  iq = a .v. 
We can test redundancy by the following criterion: 
^ A A 
Sos c Sa, y r ~'ab e Rad(Ga,u 6a,b, ) r 1 e GrbbnerBasis(G,,v, 6a.y, tdab - 1), 
where t is a new indeterminate. Example 8.2 illustrates this possibility. 
Despite its theoretical weakness (in the non-homogeneous cases and radical ideal 
version), when Routine 4I is used in place of MinGenerator, with the family h sorted 
in ascending order of total degree, it almost always yields the minimum generating sets 
in our test cases. Using Routine 4M with the same input order improves results but 
at twice the cost. 
For Procedure Determinants, we find it harder to implement efficiently. Ideally, 
we would like to compute determinants of all square submatrices of C(x) only once, 
and compute higher order determinants from lower order ones. Algorithms for deter- 
minants, like the Gauss-Bareiss reduction, compute some of subdeterminants along the 
way. However, in order to guarantee that the list of regimes covers L it may be neces- 
sary to compute all determinants of a certain' size, as the example below shows. 
EXAMPLE 7.12. Referring to Example 2.1, we note that the two determinants computed 
by Gauss-Bareiss reduction are 61 and 6~. The ideal they generate is Ideal(a, b), which 
is a radical ideal, and does not contain ~53 = 1. Thus there seems to be no way to reduce 
the number of determinant computations. Unless by luck we happen to compute 8~ 
first, all three 2 x 2 determinants have to be computed. [] 
For many PSLE, the lower order determinants are not needed (for example, when 
the order is less than the minimum rank p(C)). To determine p(C), Proposition 4.2 
suggests computing in the descending order by rank. An added advantage of this iter- 
ation order is that when Routine 4 is applied within the loop of Step 1 of Algorithm 
2, the initial computation G0 is simply the output Gr of the previous iteration. (That is 
why we did not count these fixed costs earlier[) Once this order of iteration is chosen, 
we fred that the simplest way (though not in any sense efficient) to implement Proce- 
dure Determinants i  by brute force, namely, by iterating through a double loop over 
the lists of all c-subsets of { 1, ..., r} and of { 1, ..., n). Such lists may in turn be gener- 
ated by a simple algorithm (see Niienhuis and Wilf, 1978, for example) and most 
computer algebra systems already have routines for determinants based on some elim- 
ination scheme. This need not be as bad as it sounds. The alternative would be to adapt 
those routines to generate subdeterminants for non-square matrices. Unless there are 
some theoretical guarantee that all subdeterminants have been computed, one would 
have to, at the very least, keep track of what subdeterminants are computed. It is not 
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dear how to interface such bookkeeping with any existing implementation f comput- 
ing determinants (over multivariate polynomial rings) and there would be the problem 
of generating the rest of the subdeterminants. The theoretical weakness of the greedy 
algorithm and this dilemma suggest hat to fred a better implementation strategy may 
require us to treat the entire Step I ofAlgorithm 2 as a single problem. We summarize 
this below and leave this for future research. 
OPEN PROBLEM. Let C(x) be an r • n matrix with entries in a polynomial ring R[x], 
where x is an m-dimensional vector of indeterminates. Let I ~' be the ideal (resp. let R" 
be the radical ideal) generated by all determinants of c x c submatrices of C(x). How 
can we efficiently compute p(Q and for each c, p(Q < c < min(r,n), a minimum list D, 
of determinants of c • c submatrices which generates I" modulo I~ (resp. R ~ modulo 
R~+l)? [] 
The remaining procedures to be addressed are Consistency and Solve. Here, again, 
most computer algebra systems have routines to solve linear systems with coefficients 
in polynomial rings. It is convenient to simply use these to find h,~ and Z,~ for every 
fob e 19,. On the other hand, we would be duplicating some of the computations done 
during Procedure Determinants. For small v and n, it may be more efficient o keep 
these determinants in memory, and implement Procedures Consistency and Solve by 
applying the fact that K~(x) is the adjoint of C~ divided by 6,~(x) and the adjoint can 
be obtained by looking up (c - 1) • (c - 1) determinants (note: Procedure Determinants 
will have to be modified slightly). Then h,b and Z,~ may be computed, using mostly 
polynomial arithmetic, by equations (6) and (5). 
The output of Algorithm 2 for PSLE consists of the polynomials defining the re- 
gimes S (equation (7)), and the solution functions Z. The representation f the regimes 
may be simplified by Routine 3I, which can make use of a Gr6bner basis of I ~ re- 
turned after applying Routine 4I (or 4M). For example, we can compute a simplified 
representation f N(S) (equation (9)) using only one FGB computation. The consist- 
ency functions can then be simplified and added to obtain a representation f S. 
Finally, the entries in the solution functions can be simplified, again by Routine 3I. 
We like to point out that while the frequency and choice of routines in simplification 
are more an art than a science, the ideal versions work well enough for intermediate 
results. 
8. SCRATCHPAD Examples 
In our first implementation, on IBM's SCRATCHPAD II computer algebra system, 
we used a combination of Routines 3F, 3I for simplification and 4I for minimization, 
The result is a close version of Algorithm 2. The package is named PLEQN (for 
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Parametric Linear Equations) and uses the Distributed Multivariate Polynomial 
(DMP) representation for polynomials. (An updated version is now available for use 
with any polynomial ring R[x] over a GCD domain R and is independent of the 
internal representation f R[x].) In this first implementation, we have not used the 
routines for radical ideals, thus some of the results may not be as simple as they can 
be. The main exported function from PLEQN is called psolve (for parametric solve) and 
this function may be referenced, in the simplest case, by a user-supplied coefficient 
matrix C(x) and a right-hand side vector A(x, w). (In the homogeneous case, A(x, w) 
may be omitted.) The output from psolve is a list of solution functions (S,L0. Each re- 
gime S is described by a list 9 of polynomials that vanish on the set and a list ~F of 
polynomials that are non-zero at all points on the set. The list 9 is further separated 
into Ot and 02 where O~ involves only x, and 02 involves x and w. The list ~F is a list 
of square-free factors o f  tS(x) (simplified). The particular solution comes from simpli- 
fying Z~ and the basis comes from simplifying the remaining colutmls of the special 
solution function Z. 
The following is a typical SCRATCHPAD II session running on an IBM 3090 
using PLEQN, where four PSLEs were solved. In SCRATCHPAD II, L, E, RN, DMP, 
M, V, and SE are respectively abbreviations for the domains List, Expression, Rational 
Numbers, Distributed Multivariate Polynomial, Matrix, Vector, and Sorted Ex- 
pressions. A semicolon at the end of an input statement suppresses output (usually just 
echo) from the system. A colon or double colon signifiea domain association and may 
be read as "belongs to". Outputs from SCRATCHPAD II are indented. 
In these examples, Fix] is the polynomial ring polring = Q[d, c, b, a]. The term 
ordering is pure lexicographical order with a > b > c > d and the representation is 
DMP. The list ~ is labelled as eqzro, 02 as wcond, and ~F as neqzro. The particular 
solution partsol and basis basis are given in a record called bsoln. 
EXAMPLE 8.1. This is the generic 2 x 2 system considered in Example 2.2 (compare 
output with Figure 1). 
r :  ~ 2 ;n := 2; 
parm : L E : = [a, b, c, d]; 
polring :=  DMP(parm, RN); 
Coeff : M polring :ffi zero(r, n); 
Coefj~O) := [a, b] :: V polring; 
Coeff(1) := I t ,  d'J :: V polring; 
Coeff 
[::] 
Avector : L $E :-- I'u, v]; 
psolve( Coeff, Aveetor) 
[ [eqzro = [a, b, c, cO, neqzro = [ ], wcond -- Iv, u], 
b~oV, = O,~mol = ro, o], b~.is = {[0, fl,rl, ol) ] ] 
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[eqzro = [ad - bc], neqzro = [d], wcond = [ - by + du], 
bsoln = [partsol = [0, ~ ], bas/s = {[1, - -~- ]} ] ] 
[eqzro = lad - be], neqzro = [c], weond = [ - av + cu], 
bsoln = [partsol = I- v 0], basis = {[ - d 1]} ] ] 
1.eqzro = [ad - bc], .neqzro = [b], wcond = [by - du], 
bsoln = [partsol = 1.0, b ]' basis = {['1, - -~- ]} ] "] 
[eqzro = [ad - be], neqzro = I'a], wcond = [av - cu], 
bsotn [partsol u b 1]} ] ] = = E y ,  02, bas is  = {[ - ~ ,  
[eqzro = [ ], neqzro = lad - be], weond = [ ], 
- by  + du av - cu 
bsoln = [partsol = [ ad - bc ' -~- - "~c  ]' basis = { } ] ] ] U 
EXAMPLE 8.2. We find the set of equilibrium points of the following Lotka Volterra 
system studied by Gardini et al. (1987): 
i l=z l (1 -z  I -az2-bza) ,  
~2- -z2(1 -bz l - z~-az3) ,  
~3=z3(1-az l - -bz2- -z3) ,  
where we have replaced the original parameters ~, fl by a, b respectively. The non-trivial 
equilibrium points are found by solving the parametric linear system obtained by set- 
ting the right hand sides equal to zero (Examples 3.3- 3.5). 
r :=  3 ;n := 3; 
Coeff  : M polring :=  zero(r, n); 
Coeff(O) := 1"1, a, b] :: V polring; 
Coef~l)  :ffi [b, 1, a] :: V polring; 
Coeff(2) := [a, b, 1] :: V polring; 
Aveetor :=  [1, 1, 1] :: V polring; 
psolve ( Coeff, Aveetor) 
[ [eqzro = [a - 1, b - 1], neqzro  = [ ], wcond = [ ], 
bsoln = [partsol = [1, 0, 0], basis = {[ - 1, 0, 1],[ -- 1, 1, 0]} ] ] 
[eqzro = [a 2 - ab - a + b 2 - b + 1], neqzro = [a - b2], weond = [ ], 
a 2 
b.o l .  = O, ,e.ot = t , O, l ,  = 
b + ab + 1 
tt 0---~--S~_ a ,  1, b--i------ ] l]  ] 
b -a  b ' -a  - -a  
[eqzro = [a 2 - ab - a + b 2 - b + 1], neqzro = lab - l'l, weond = [ ], 
- -b2+a ,1 b -a2  1" bsotn = E~ansot = [ ~ , O, ~ ], b~U = {r ,,b---1 ' a-g-2T-1 =J ] ] 
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[eqzro = [ ], neqzro = [a + b + 1, a 2 - ab - a + b 2 -- b + 1]. weond = [ ], 
1 1 I "l, bas~= {} ]]'l bso ln - - [ .par tso l -~[  b+a+l  ' b+a+ l ' b+a+l  
Comparing this result with that given by Gardini et  al. (p. 456 and Table 1, Col- 
umn 1, p. 460), we see that our algorithm gives a more complete description. Indeed, 
only three points were given for the first and third regimes, whereas for the first regime, 
the solution set is actually a hyperplane (in 3-dimensional space) and for the third re- 
gime, each solution set is a line. Moreover, the condition for the equilibrium point in 
the last regime in that table was incomplete: for example, if a - -1  and b = 1 then 
a + b ~ -- 1, but since the second non-zero condition is not satisfied, this case belongs 
to the first regime. We note that the second regime is actually identical with the third 
by Proposition 6.2 since 
Rad(a 2 - ab - a + b 2 - b + 1, a - b 2) = Rad(a 2 - ab - a + b 2 - b + 1, ab - 1). 
This was not detected by the program because we have not used radical membership 
testing (when applying Corollary 6.3). Using Routine 4M instead of Routine 4I re- 
moves this redundancy. []
EXAMPLB 8.3. In this example, we solve a 5 • 4 PSLE with arbitrary right-hand side, 
Note that the output consists of three special solution functions, two with C-rank = 4 
and one with C-rank = 3. In the former case, there are five 4 • 4 submatrices with 
non-zero determinants, but only two are irredundant. In the latter case, one of the 
3 • 3 submatrices has a non-zero constant determinant, and hence the corresponding 
special regime covers all others with the same C-rank. 
r :=  5 ;n : f f i  4; 
Coef f  : M polring : -- zero(r,  n); 
Coeff(O) :=  I'O, 1, O, 2]  :: V polring; 
Coeff(1) :=  [a, b, c, 11 :: Vpolr ing; 
Coef.[{2) : ffi [2, O, 1, arJ :: V polring; 
Coefj~3) :=~ [0, Oo -- 1, a]  :: V polring; 
Coeff(4) :~, [1, O, O, 1"1 :: Vpolr lng; 
Coeff 
Avector: =' [w.  w2,'e~,w4,ws]; 
psolve(Coeff,  Awetor )  
1 1 1 
e-Ta+T] ,  [ [eqzro = [a + d - 2, b + Tcd  - neqzro = [ ], 
wcond --- l'2w 5 -- w 4 -- ,,v3, (d+ 2c -- 2)w 4 § (d -  2)w 3 if- 2w 2 4- ((c - l )d -  2e --l- l)Wl], 
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w4+ w 3 
bsoln = [partsot = [ 2 ' wl' - w4, 0], bash = ([ - 1, - 2, - d + 2, 1]} ] ] 
[eqzro --- [ ], neqzro ---- [a  + 2b + cd  - -  2c - 1], 
wcond -- [( -- a t /+  2ae - 4b - a 2 + 2)w 5 + (ed - 2e + 2b + a - l)w 4 
+ (-- ae + 2b + a-  1)w 3 + (d+ a-  2)w 2 + ( -  bar+ (-- a + 2)b)Wl], 
(cd + 2b -- l)w 5 - cw 3 + w 2 -- bw 1 
bsoln = [partsol = [ cd - 2c + 2b + a - 1 ' 
(4e -- 2a)w 5 - 2cw 3 + 2w 2 + (cd - 2c + a - 1)w 1 
ed-2c+2b+a-1  
( -  ad -  4b + 2)w 5 + (2b + a -  1)w 3 + (d -  2)w 2 + ( -  bd+ 2b)w I
ed- -  2e + 2b + a - -1  
( - 2e + a)w 5 + cw 3 - w 2 + bw 1 
cd- -  2c + 2b + a - -  1 ]' 
basis= (} ] l ,  
[eqzro = [ ], neqzro = [a + d - 2], 
wcond - [( -- ad + 2ac - 4b - a 2 + 2)w 5 + (cd - 2c + 2b + a - 1)w 4 
+ ( - -  ae + 2b + a -  1)w 3 + (d+ a -  2)w 2 + ( -  bd+ ( -  a + 2)b)Wl], 
(d+a)w 5 -w 4 -w 3 4w 5-2w 4 -2w 3+(d+a-2)w 1 
bsoln = Loartsol = [ d + a - 2 ' d + a - 2 ' 
- 2aw 5 + ( - -d+ 2)w 4 + aw 3 
d+a-2  
bas i s - - - (} ] ] ]  [] 
-- 2w 5 + w 4 + w 3 
' d+a -2  '] 
EXAMPLE 8.4. We now modify the right hand side of Example 8.3 so that it involves the 
parameters a, b, c, and d. Notice that since w is the empty list (there are no new right- 
hand side parameters), wcond = [ ] for all special solution functions. Note also that the 
first regime is finite, and the solution functions are expressed in terms of  d alone. 
up ua, ua, u4, u5 : polr ing;  
tt 1 : ~ a -  b; 
u2 :~ a + e; 
u3: ~ O; 
u~:--  a+b;  
us : - -  a - -c+d;  
Aveetor  : = [u D u2, ua, U4, us] 
psolve(Coeff,  Aveetor)  
tteq.ro=t + -2,0+@: d- 15 
d 4 -6d  3+d 2+~d+34] ,  
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neqzro  : [ ] ,  wcomd : [ ] ,  
- 2d 3 - 2d + 37 2,d 3 - 20,4 + 7 2d ~ + 2d -- 37 
bso in  = [par tso l  : [ 22 ' 11 ' l l  ,0 ], 
bas/s = {[ -  1 , -  2 , -a+ 2, U} ]], 
[eqzro  : [a 3 + a2b ~ 3a2c + 2a2d - 2a 2 -- ab 2 + abd-  ab + 2ac 2 - 4acd  
+ ac + ad 2 ~ ad  + a -- b2d  - bed  ~ 2be + 4bd + b - cd + 4c -- 2d],  
neqzro  = [a  + 2b + cd -- 2c -- 1], wcond = [ ], 
cd 2 + ( -  c 2 + ac + 2b-  1)d + ( -  2b +2)c  + b 2 + ab 
bso in  = ~ar txo l  : [ cd - 2e + 2b  + a - 1 ' 
(( - -  b + a q- 4 )c -  2a)d-  4e 2 + (2b +4a + 2)c + ( - -  a + 1)b -  a 2 + a 
cd  - 2c + 2b + a .-. 1 
- ad 2 + ((a + 1)e + b 2 + ( - a -- 4)b - a 2 + a + 2)d + (4b -- 4)e -- 2b 2 -- 2ab 
ed- -  2e + 2b + a - -  1 
( --  2e q- a )dq-  2c 2 q- ( - 3a -- 1)e -- b 2 .Jr ab  Jr a 2 - a 
], 
cd-  2e + 2b + a -1  
bas/s = {} ] ], 
[eqzro  = [a 3 + a2b --  3a2c + 2a2d --  2a 2 -- ab 2 + abd -- ab + 2ae 2 - 4acd  
+ ac + ad 2 - -  ad + a -- b2d  -- bcd  -- 2be + 4bd + b -- cd + 4c - 2d],  
neqzro  = [a + d - 2], weond = I" ], 
d 2 + ( -c+ 2a)d - -ac -b+ a 2 -  a 
bso ln  = [partsoln = [ d + a - 2 ' 
( - b --  3a)d  + 2ac + 2b -- 2a 2+2a - 2d  + 2e + b - a ], 
d+a-2  ' d+a-2  
bas~= {} ] ] ]  t~ 
( -  b + a + 4)d -  4c -  ab + a 2 
d+a-2  
There are variations ofpsolve that allow the user to selectively choose a C-rank and 
just solve for those special regimes with that C-rank. This feature can be quite handy 
when there are too many special solution functions and one may run out of memory. 
As implemented, the PLEQN package computes a small set of solution functions, 
which may be further processed, For example, if the regime is zero-dimensional (so that 
there are only a f'mite number of choices for the parametric values), one can actually 
solve the regime equations completely. The regimes can also be decomposed into irre- 
ducible components via primary decomposition or factorization, in which case, the 
solution functions may be simplified further on each component. 
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9. Comparison with Gaussian elimination 
In this section, we return to analyze the Gaussian elimination method as applied to 
PSLE. Our aim is to prove a worst case complexity bound for the method, and to show 
that it is a lot larger than even the bound in Theorem 4.1, This complexity, in a sense, 
measures the number of distinct ways the Gaussian elimination may be executed when 
applied to all possible linear systems, and should be of independent interest, for exam- 
ple, as a starting point for an average-complexity theory. 
By a generic parametric linear system, we mean a system L where x = 
(x~j)l~_,~,.t~j~,, w = (wt, ..., w,), Co(x ) = x~j, and Aj (x,w) = wj. Of the three types of ele- 
mentary row tranformations u ed in any Gaussian elimination scheme, we have to be 
particularly careful with the one that multiplies (or divides) a row by a "non-zero" 
entry g(x). For PSLE, each such tranformation must be considered a pivoting step, and 
the process must branch unless g(x) is a constant. Let G denote the binary tree corre- 
sponding to the Gaussian elimination algorithm: each non-zero, non-constant pivot 
element is represented by a node, with a left branch (specifying the element to be non- 
zero) and a right branch (specifying the element to be zero); a branch either leads to a 
node which is the next pivot in sequence or to a leaf which represents a decision that 
the system is consistent or not consistent. The (worst case) complexity of the Gaussian 
elimination algorithm as applied to PSLE is defined as the number of leaves of G. It 
measures the number of different paths that must be walked through while applying 
Gaussian elimination. In terms of solving a PSLE, this means the number of actual 
regimes (possibly empty) or systems (over F(x,w))  that must be tested for non- 
emptyness, consistency, and solved by back-substitution. I  terms of solving a (non- 
parametric) linear system, this is the number of all possible ways the Gaussian 
elimination algorithm may be executed when applied to all possible linear systems of 
the given size. For the convenience of the derivation, we shall measure the size of a 
linear system by the size of the augmented matrix. Thus in what follows, a generic 
parametric linear system is given by an r x n augmented matrix x of indeterminates. 
THEORO.M 9.1. Let L be a generic parametric linear system with an r x n augmented ma- 
trix x, r > 1, n > 2. Let r be the complexity in applying the Gaussian elimination al. 
gorithm on L. Then 
min(r,n) 
l~0 
PROOF. Clearly tp(l,n)- n + 1. We define ~p(r,l) to be r+ 1, which is the number of 
paths of the Gaussian algorithm when the coefficient matrix is the zero matrix, and the 
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r ight-hand side is a vector ofindeterminates, (r of these paths will lead to inconsistency, 
and the remaining path leads to the unique trivial solution). Now assume r _> 2, n ~ 2, 
and consider the branch xn ~ 0. In this branch, no more elements on the first row or 
first column will be a pivot. Any further branching will occur in a PSLE L' with an 
( r -  1) • (n - 1) augmented matrix. We claim that L' is also generic. Clearly, the aug- 
mented matrix of L' is given by C'  = (Cij)a<,~_,, a ~j_~,, where 
x V 
Qf  = x l j  - xlt xl I 
Suppose L' is not generic, and the family C~/ is algebraically dependent over U. Let 
z = (zu)2s,~.,2sj_~, be an (r - i) x (n - 1) matrix ofindeterminates over U. Then there is 
a non-zero polynomial p(z) e U[z] such that p(C  ') = 0. Let d be the total degree o fp  
and choose p such that d is minimal. Let q(x) = x ,  ap(C '). Then q(x) is a polynomial in 
x which is identically zero. For any i and j, such that 2 < i < r, 2 < j  < n, we have 
0 = Oq/Oxtj = xn~(OplOzu)(C '), By our choice of  p, Op/Oz o = 0 for all i, j. Thus p = O, a 
contradiction, This proves our claim, 
It follows now that the branch xtt 4= 0 leads to ~0(r - 1, n - 1) paths, The branch 
xn = 0 will lead to the branch x2~ 4= 0 which yields also ~o(r- 1, n -  1) paths, or to the 
branch x~=O. Continuing this way, we come to the path starting with 
x .  -- 0 . . . . .  X~l = 0 which clearly leads to ~0(r, n - 1) paths, We have thus established 
that r  satisfies the recurrence 
r = rq~(r - 1, n - 1) + ~0(r, n - 1) (r >_ 2, n 2 2). (13) 
The proof  of  the theorem can now be completed by a simple induction. Formula (12) 
holds when r = n = 1. Assuming (12) holds for all smaller values of  r + n, we have, us- 
hag (13), 
~(r,n) = rr  - 1, n - 1) + ~o(r, n - I) 
2 ( r - l ) (n - i  i 1 ) i [+  2( r ) (n -1 )  i ' i  i 9 ~ r 
1=0 I--0 
/=1 1-----I 
- E ( : ) ( : -  ;)i' + Z( : / ( " ;  +, 
1=1 l=1  
r tl . 
- -  
t----0 
where, in the last equality, we have made use of the binomial identity 
1)__ (7) 
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In the above computation, we have also made use of the common convention that 
(~v) ffi 0 whenever/~ < v so that all summations may be treated as summing to infinity. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 9.1. [] 
The above proof applies, with slight modification, to a fraction-free limination 
algorithm such as Gauss-Bareiss reduction. While the proof of (12) shown is simple, its 
derivation from (13) is rather tricky and technical, and we omit it since it does not give 
any further insight to the problem, The author was not able to find a combinatorial 
proof of (12). The theorem shows that ~o(r,n) = q~(n,r), a fact that is not entirely obvi- 
ous. 
We are now in a position to compare the worst case behavior of the Gaussian 
elimination method and Algorithm 2. Returning to our notation earlier, let L be a 
PSLE as given by (1), The number of linear systems olved with the Gaussian elimi- 
nation method is given by 
tp(r, n + 1) = rcp(r - 1, n) + q~(r, n) 
if0 t=0 (14) 
= i i :7 ( r - i+ l ) .  
lffi0 
Comparing (14) with (8) we see that for each linear system (over polynomial rings) of 
order c solved by Theorem 4.1, the Gaussian elimination algorithm solves 
c ! (r - c + 1) systems. If  n is fixed, then asymptotically ~0(r, n+ 1) is f while ~ is f /n! .  
A similar statement holds if r is fixed. Thus at least for generic PSLE, our method 
solves a lot less linear systems. For general PSLE, the Gaussian elimination method 
always yields disjoint regimes, and it does not take advantage of  the algebraic relations 
among the coefficients of the linear system. The improvements given in Algorithm 2 
explore such relationships to reduce the number of regimes. As mentioned at the be- 
ginning of the paper and illustrated by Example 2.1, the author believes that it is very 
difficult to reduce the many solution functions obtained by Gaussian elimination 
through merging. We also saw in w that it is no simple matter to simplify intermediate 
results during the branch and pivot process; more importantly, Theorem 9.1 indicates 
that this may be memory intensive for dense PSLE. Finally, consistency decision, 
non-emptyness of regimes, simplification of regime representations and solution func- 
tions all require some kind of Gr6bner bases computations. The advantage of our al- 
gorithm is dear. 
10. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have given an efficient algorithm for solving parametric linear sys- 
tems, which is equivalent to solving the linear system for all possible (and not just ge- 
neric) choices of parametric values. We developed a theory that allows us to reduce the 
number of regimes and solution functions. We analyzed the Gaussian elimination 
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method and showed that in the worst case, our algorithm yields far less number of re- 
gimes. We discussed in great detail how our algorithm may be implemented, paying 
attention to the current state of the art of computer algebra systems. We explored if- 
ferent methods of implementations, and illustrated with examples the subtle effects of 
small changes in similar routines. 
We found that there are still many unsolved problems, both for theory and for 
implementation. On the theory side, it is not known whether the Gaussian method can 
be improved for a special subclass of PSLE (for example, sparse ones). There is the 
difficult question of merging regimes, which is especially significant for pivot and 
branch methods. Our algorithm depends on properties of special solution functions, 
and the best results we can obtain are for semi-homogeneous sy tems for which we can 
guarantee irredundancy. We know very little about solution functions in general, and 
thus we have no results on minimality other than the simple sufficient condition in 
Corollary 4.3. On the practical side, the simialification of representations of quasi- 
algebraic sets and of functions defined on them are most important. We are not com- 
pletely satisfied with the methods we presented for finding a minimum generating 
subset for radical ideals. Neither are we satisfied with the enumeration of subdetermi- 
nants by brute force. 
Symbolic computation is now easily available and affordable. Many problems are 
solved symbolically, but often only for generic inputs. To solve symbolically for de- 
generate inputs leads invariably to the consideration ofparametric systems. We believe 
many problems in parametric systems may be reduced to parametric linear systems. 
Future research on the problems above will no doubt lay the foundation for more 
general parametric systems. 
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